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1. Introduction
Within the Marine Institute, Fisheries Ecosystems Advisory Services (FEAS) assess, research and advise on the
sustainable exploitation of the marine fisheries resource. Commercially exploited fish stocks in the waters
around Ireland are managed by the EU under the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP). It has been a legislative
requirement since 2002 with the introduction of the EU data Collection Regulation to collect data to support
the scientific advice regarding the CFP. Currently this data is collected under the Data Collection Multi‐annual
programme (DCMAP) which is supported by the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF).
Stock assessments provide the scientific advice that is one of the cornerstones of the CFP. Data collection is
the raw material for stock assessment and FEAS conduct an extensive data collection programme involving
the sampling of landings at the ports, sea sampling for catch, analyses of Irish fleet activity (landings, gear
used, areas fished, effort), research surveys on commercial and research vessels and laboratory based work
on age estimation, egg and larval identification and histological work on fish reproduction.

In recent years, there has been a focus on the operations of fishing vessels at sea in relation to changes in
the Common Fisheries Policy and the introduction of the Landings Obligation. As the remit of the MI is to
assess the state of the stocks information pertaining to the implementation of the LO is available from the
SFPA:
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/seafood/fisheriesmanagementnotices/2019/LandingOblig
ation210119.pdf
The data collected by the Marine Institute are used in the national and international stock assessments that
form the basis of the scientific advice on the status of the stocks. The international stock assessments are
carried out at ICES (International Council for the Exploration of the Seas). The advice is used by the Irish
Government, Industry and the European Union in the formulation of management policy for the fisheries
resource. FEAS produce a 'Stock Book' each year (hardcopy, and web application) which provides the key
scientific advice for fish stocks of interest to Ireland and it is used by the Irish Government in fisheries
negotiations with the EU.
FEAS also supports fisheries research programmes carried out in many third level institutes and carries out
an annual stock assessment course for post graduate students. There are several PhD students based with
FEAS.
Further information can be found at www.marine.ie

Demersals
The demersal section assess, research and advise on commercial white‐fish species such as cod, whiting,
haddock, hake, angler (monk), megrim, plaice sole, saithe and pollack in ICES Divisions 7.a (Irish sea), 6.a
(West of Scotland), 6.b (Rockall), 7.b,c (West of Ireland), 7Ij,k (Southwest of Ireland) and 7.g (Celtic sea).
4

Landings of the various stocks are sampled at the ports, fishermen’s co‐operatives, fish factories and auction
sites around the coast and at sea. An at‐sea going catch sampling programme, for which this sampling
protocol is the focus, is carried out on commercial vessels in order to monitor the level of discarding of
juvenile fish in the various fisheries as well as gathering information on the general catch.
Research surveys are undertaken on the ‘MRV Celtic Voyager’ and on the ‘MRV Celtic Explorer’ to gain
information on the length composition and age of the stocks independently of the commercial fisheries. They
also provide information on the distribution and abundance of fish stocks in the waters around Ireland.
Research and assessment is also carried out on the Nephrops fisheries around the coast, particularly in the
Irish Sea, the south coast, the Aran Islands and off the Porcupine Bank. FEAS conduct underwater T.V. surveys
on the prawn grounds off Aran, Galway Bay and Slyne Head to estimate Nephrops stock size from burrow
densities. A sampling scheme is also in place to collect commercial Nephrops samples from fishermen. A map
of the Functional Units used in the management of Nephrops stocks is shown in Figure 2.2.

Pelagics
The main pelagic fisheries which the Irish fleets exploit are the herring fishery in the Celtic Sea and Southwest
of Ireland, the herring fishery off the West and Northwest of Ireland, the mackerel fishery which extends
along the West of Scotland and Ireland, the North sea and the Horse mackerel fishery which mainly takes
place off the Northwest coast of Ireland and the tuna fishery off the Southwest coast of Ireland.
The data collection programme conducted by FEAS includes sampling of catches for length, weight, age, sex,
maturity and vertebral counts, all of which were designed to provide necessary information for stock
assessments. Herring acoustic surveys take place in the Celtic Sea and off the West and Southwest coasts,
and egg and larval surveys for mackerel and horse mackerel, in order to obtain estimates of the size of the
stocks in these areas. Pelagic scientists also go to sea aboard commercial fishing vessels to observe Horse
mackerel and tuna fishing operations around the Irish coast. FEAS makes annual contributions to the ICES
Expert Groups on herring, mackerel and Horse mackerel. The pelagic section also provide advice to various
local pelagic management committees.

Shellfish
The Shellfish team assesses and advises on exploitation of commercially exploited species of shellfish. This
group includes crustaceans (lobsters, crabs, shrimp) and molluscs (scallop, whelk, oysters, cockles, clams).
These species occur mainly in Irish territorial waters 12nm from the coast. However scallop and crab fishing
by Irish vessels also occurs in offshore waters in the Irish Sea and Celtic Sea. Many of the species are managed
solely using technical measures (size limits) but a number of mollusc species are now managed using annual
quotas estimated from the Shellfish assessment programme.
Data on shellfish stocks and fisheries are obtained from a variety of sources. A number of mollusc species
(oyster, clams, cockles) are assessed by survey on inshore commercial fishing vessels or on foot in the case
5

of intertidal species and provide estimates of biomass and size and age composition on an annual basis. The
size (and where applicable age) composition of the landings of whelk, scallop, crab and lobster are sampled
at ports, at processing plants or at live fish holding facilities. Catches of these species are also sampled on
board commercial vessels through an at sea observer programme. Catch rate indicators are developed from
logbook data and from a sentinel fleet of about 80 vessels which report information on catch, fishing effort
and fish size composition mainly in the lobster and crab fisheries.
The Shellfish team also evaluate the interaction between fisheries and the environment particularly where
fisheries occur within Special Areas of Conservation for habitats and protected species or Special Protection
Areas for birds. The status of seabed habitats in relation to fishing pressures is monitored in a number of
fisheries and the risks posed by fisheries to habitats is evaluated.
Advice on the exploitation of Shellfish stocks is presented to DAFM to the National Inshore Fisheries Forum
and to its constituent regional forums.

Ecosystem and Fisheries Team
The Ecosystem and Fisheries Team research, survey, and advise on the effects of fishing on the wider
ecosystem in Irish, EU and international waters. The team utilises and maximises the output of FEAS work
programmes to feed into environmental directives and policies (in particular the Marine Strategy Framework
Directive) to support their implementation. It provides fisheries related ecosystem advice to the main MI
clients nationally (DAFM, DENV, DAHLG and DCENR) and internationally (EU, OSPAR, NEAFC) as part of the
ICES advisory framework. Other aspects of the work include evolving the FEAS survey design for ecosystem
data and providing fisheries data to inform management plans for marine protected areas.
Research is conducted in the thematic areas of fisheries ecosystem interaction and the impact of climate
change on fisheries. At present, the research focuses on the Marine Strategy Framework Directive,
particularly answering questions relating to the four descriptors most affected by commercial fishing: D1
Biodiversity, D3 Commercial Fish and Shellfish, D4 Food Webs, D6 Seafloor Integrity. Combined with work in
ICES, this research forms the basis of MSFD advice on such issues as the EU Commission decision on the
MSFD, addressing the gaps in the monitoring program, and national MSFD reporting.
The triennial international Mackerel Egg and Larval Survey, conducted on the ‘MRV Celtic Explorer ’and
chartered vessels, provides a fisheries‐independent tuning index for mackerel stock assessment. Additional
research cruises are also undertaken to test hypotheses in the intervening years.

6

Fishing Areas
Figure 1.1 gives a rough picture of the main fishing ports and fishing grounds around the Irish coast however,
by no means all of the fishing grounds are included in this map.

Figure 1.1

Fishing Grounds and catch sampling tows
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2. At‐Sea Sampling Protocols
2.1. Target Sampling Levels
FEAS run the at‐sea data collection programme based on statistically sound sampling using guidelines
from WKPCIS, 2013. A list of randomly selected vessels is contacted in sequence over the period of a
quarter. There are 3 main demersal draw lists for ICES areas 6ab, 7a, 7b‐k and 3 pelagics lists based on
species assemblage. The selection probability of each vessel is proportional to its catches in the
preceding year. The random selection should result in a representative sample of the catches by the Irish
demersal fleet. The owner of the vessel is contacted by the industry liaison team leader for a trip to be
arranged.

Figure 2.1 haul Positions recorded form 1995‐2019 showing the coverage of the at‐sea sampling
programme.
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2.2. Standard Operating Procedures for a Demersal Trip
1. Prior to Embarkation


The sampler should inform the At‐Sea Sampling Co‐ordinator the date and time of departure and
predicted date and time of return, aswell as the vessel details. A “Who’s@sea” text (see Section 4.4)
should be sent to 0044 7797801718 with the following “Vessel Name/Departure Port/Fishing
Grounds/estimated number of days at sea e.g.
Voyager/Castletownbere/West Achill/5
RETURN is typed to this number once the person is ashore



Check that all equipment is ready and organised.

2. Once Aboard:


The sampler should introduce themselves to the skipper, familiarise themselves with the operations
of the ship, including accommodation and discuss with the skipper the best place to sample fish. The
main priority at sea is data collection, which begins as soon as the first haul is deployed.



All data pertaining to the Haul is collected and recorded on the HAUL SHEET. Double check the mesh
size for each haul with the skipper as mesh size can change during the trip.



For demersal trips the shoot and haul times are when the doorsenter and exit the water, respectively.



For seine net gear the shooting time is the time when both ropes are brought together and towing
commences, while the hauling time is when the hauling of the ropes stops.



Any Bird/Mammal/Reptile/Decomposed organism that comes in contact with the gear during fishing
operation either collected on deck or falling out during hauling can also be recorded on the HAUL
SHEET. If one of these is observed and "YES" is selected in the Bird/Cetacean/Reptile or Decomposed
Carcass field the specific details must be filled overleaf on the HAUL SHEET. See APPENDIX 5.1.

3. Estimating the Bulk Catch


Once the haul has been completed and is being lowered into the hopper/pound, an estimation of
the bulk catch must be obtained. There are two ways to estimate the Bulk Catch.

Conveyor Belt System
This is where a conveyor belt transports the bulk catch from the hopper to the sorting table. This
system works well on freezer boats.
Typically, on freezer boats, the crew classifies a tow by how many full belts is in it. One crew man
goes to the hopper and assists filling the belt uniformly. The crew aim to completely fill the belt and
then fill up the sorting table each time until the belt is empty. This is repeated until the hopper is
empty.
At the start of the trip, for the first haul, the sampler should basket up and weigh a full conveyor belt
to get an estimate of the average belt weight. The sampler should then count the number of belts
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until the hopper is empty. This count multiplied by the average belt weight gives the total weight of
the catch.
Total Bulk Catch Weight = Average weight of Belt * No. of Belts
Caution is needed when the catch composition changes and there may be a need to weigh a full belt
again to estimate a new belt weight (e.g. when there is obviously more fish through the bulk catch
rather than just clean prawns. Catch composition changes can happen mid tow due to natural sorting
of the catch or when fishing grounds change. Apply this new weight for the belt to the new hauls or
within the hauls itself. These bulk catch figures should be shown to and agreed with either the
skipper or deck boss.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figures showing a) Hatch from hopper to conveyor belt b) Conveyor Belt c) Sorting table with hopper
inflow

Cod End Estimation
The bulk catch can be estimated from the cod end as it is just about to be dropped into the hopper
or after it has been dropped into the hopper. It is estimated in either 40 kg box equivalents or Kilos.
The skipper usually estimates the bulk catch. Experienced samplers can also estimate the bulk catch.
Always show the estimate of the bulk catch to the skipper so he is in agreement. The Bulk catch
estimate should include the entire catch, for example landings, discards, non‐fish discards, etc. As
this is just an estimate, it is important to get this information as accurate as possible. These bulk
catch figures should be shown to and agreed with either the skipper or deck boss.
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4.

Unwanted Catch Sampling


Obtain a random box (40kg) of unwanted catch from the sorting pound or the conveyor belt. The
crew may pick out the species subject to the LO before they come to the unwanted catch box, ask
them to leave them on the belt to collect as part of the unwanted catch sample. Measure the
unwanted catch sample and when finished return the LO fish to the crew. The box can be set aside
for sampling later when the wanted catch has been measured. The length composition of all species
present should be recorded on the UNWANTED CATCH MEASURED ONLY SHEET.



Ensure at all times that the unwanted catch sample is representative of the overall unwanted catch.
in the haul. Fill the box to 9 inches in height (a 12 inch ruler can be used).



Measure the fish component of the unwanted catch and record.



Demersal species are measured to the nearest cm below and pelagic (sprat, herring) and boarfish to
the nearest half cm below.



Grenadiers should be measured to the pre‐anal fin length.



Rabbit fish to the pre supra caudal fin length.



Smoothheads should be measured to the Standard length.



Sex is recorded for all elasmobranchs, (rays, skates and sharks) and megrim. See Appendices for
further information.




If unsure about species identification, freeze sample and bring back to MI for further clarification.
When all of the fish component of the unwanted catch has been measured the box will contain all of
the non‐fish discards (NFD). Estimate the non‐fish discards content of the box by measuring the
height of the remaining contents and converting into the percentage of the box taken up by non‐fish
discards. Non‐fish discards are defined as seaweed, dead shells, stones, crabs, jelly fish, squid and
rubbish. Discarded small prawns are also included as Non‐fish discards. Record the percentage of
and the breakdown of the NFD on the UNWANTED CATCH MEASURED ONLY SHEET eg 40%, 10%.
Sand / muck in sample is not to be included in the non fish discards. This is usually not a problem but
on, for example, a beam trawl trip, the bulk catch is estimated by the skipper on the basis of what
the nets look like when they are hauled aboard. State in the comments section the amount of the
bulk that sand / muck makes up. The composition of non‐fish discards and the proportion of non‐fish
discards is recorded for every haul.



If directed by the at‐sea sampling co‐ordinator all the fish for a particular species will be measured if
the volume of those species discarded are low and there is time to measure all of them. If this is the
case, then please tick the following box on the UNWANTED CATCH MEASURED ONLY SHEET. (To
date cod has been the only species that has had this requirement.)
Have you measured all the fish of a particular species for this haul? (Please Tick)
Yes
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No



In order to collect information on the age and weight of the undersized fish below the minimum
conservation reference size (<MCRS), a selection of five individuals per 1cm length group, per species
is made per ICES Division, gear type and quarter. These fish are collected over the duration of the
trip and stored on ice in 40 kg boxes for later examination in the port laboratories. Species to be
aged are cod, whiting, haddock, plaice, black sole, megrim, L. budegassa, and L. piscatorius. A tally
of this information is recorded on the QUARTERLY OTOLITH TALLY SHEET. These fish are aged back
at MI HQ and the fish details are recorded on the AGED DATA SHEETS. This fish can be collected
either from your random box of unwanted catch or from the entire haul.

5.
WANTED CATCH SAMPLING
 For every haul where unwanted catch are measured, wanted catch should be measured. Measure
and record wanted catch samples on the WANTED CATCH MEASURED ONLY SHEET. It is important
to sample unwanted catch and wanted catch of the same species from the same haul. They must
be sampled representatively. All species recorded as being measured from a particular haul must
be for that haul only.


Ensure that species measured for wanted catch for a particular haul are also present in the retained
catch tally sheet for that haul.

 All species landed must be sampled at some stage during the trip. This includes not only target
species but also other species that are landed. This includes squid, measured to the mantle length
and Nephrops measured to the carapace length.
6.
RETAINED CATCH Tally
 For each haul, regardless of whether any fish have been measured, record all landings (commercial
and LO fish) on the RETAINED CATCH TALLY SHEET. This information is usually obtained from the
skipper or one of the deckhands responsible for keeping account of what was landed. A conversion
factor must be applied for fish that have been gutted (see REFERENCE TABLES). Ensure that the
condition is recorded and the correct conversion factors for that condition (example for gutted to
round) is used. Also, record the associated retention code (e.g. L for landings and OL for obligation
landings). Once the total retained catch tally for that haul has been obtained, record it in the Total
Retained Catch box of the HAUL SHEET. Check for negative unwanted catch at this point. See Notes
on Discard sampling for explanation of unwanted catch.


Make sure that all species landed for that haul are recorded even if they are in half or partially filled
boxes. Each species retained for that haul should have a record in the retained catch tally sheet
Never record a box of landings as “mixed”.



Show skipper retained catch tally sheet for every haul so he is in agreement.



See Figure 2.1 for a schematic representation of Steps 2‐5.
NOTE:
12 is recorded for every haul regardless of
Haul details, Bulk Catch and Retained Catch tally
whether fish have been measured for that haul

7.
ON RETURN TO PORT
 Type RETURN to 0044 7797801718


Ensure that the skipper and crew are thanked for their cooperation during the trip.



At the end of each trip, the CRUISE REPORT form must be completed.



Data Quality is paramount, please ensure legibility, correct species names, correct measurements,
that all data has been recorded and no blanks are left on data sheets. Check units of Quantity are
uniform across and within hauls.



Ensure a copy of the readable data sheets is made for you to keep for reference and send the raw
data sheets to the Catch Sampling Co‐ordinator.



Contractors should include the invoice for the trip with the datasheets.



Once all the data sheets have been completed the data can be entered onto the FATS Discard
Database as outlined in the Discard Database Manual (not applicable to contractors).



As outlined in the Discard Database Manual all excel files should be outputted and sent to the Discard
Database administrator (not applicable to contractors).
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For Each Haul

CATCH

C
Total Catch Estimated by Skipper
(Landings + Fish Discards + Non Fish Discards)
(40 Kg Boxes)

Wanted Catch

Unwanted Catch

W

UnW

From Tally Sheet

Calculated C - W = UnW

(40 Kg Boxes)

(Fish Discards and LO fish) + Non Fish
Discards)

Random Sample

1 Box Unwanted Catch
Measure All Fish Present
Determine Proportion of Non Fish Discards

Aged Fish <MCRS
Length Stratified Samples
5 per 1 cm length increment per
quarter, ICES area, species and gear.

Figure 2.1: Present FEAS At‐Sea Sampling Protocol
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2.3. Standard Operating Procedures for a Nephrops Trip
Steps 1‐3, 5‐7 should be followed as outlined in Demersal Sampling SOP above. The major difference in this
protocol is with respect to the one box unwanted catch sample and whether or not there are Nephrops heads
present in the one box sample. If there are no heads present then proceed with Step 4 as described above.
If there are heads then use the following procedure.
i) Take out heads from 1 box sample
ii) Estimate sample size left i.e. 0.85 of a box‐ Please note that the bulk on a Prawn Box is usually (28kg). In
this case the sample is now 0.85*28kg =23.8Kg . Please enter this value in the Quantity box.
iii) Measure all fish.
iv) Give as accurate an estimate as possible of the volume occupied by NFD of the 0.85 box sample. Write in
this % NFD on the measured only sheet.
As for the SOP above, record the breakdown of NFD which will more than likely include small unmarketable
prawns. NFD can range between 30‐90% on a Nephrops directed trip.
v) Write 23.8 in Quantity section in the measured only sheet and Kg in as Units.
See Example Below
Page No.

UNWANTED CATCH MEASURED ONLY SHEET
Cruise Code

Haul No.

H a v e yo u m e a s u re d a ll t h e f is h o f a p a rt ic u la r s p e c ie s f o r t h is h a u l? ( P le a s e Tic k)
Yes

No

Quantity*

23.8

Units

Kg

% Non Fish Discards

70

Bulk on Nephrops trip
The bulk catch on a Nephrops trip is estimated in kg. The weight of a box of bulk on a Nephrops trip is
estimated to be on average 28kg.
Therefore the weight of the bulk (kg) = 28 Kg *No. of Boxes
If baskets are used then it is 22 Kg per basket of bulk.
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Landings of Nephrops :
The weight of a box of whole prawns is estimated to be on average 18Kg.
The weight of a box of tailed prawns is estimated to be on average 23Kg.
If the landings is sent down to the hold in baskets it is usually then put into boxes and iced below. If so get
the tally of boxes and multiply by the box weights for whole prawns/tails.
Whether baskets or boxes are being used they need to be converted to Kilos.
If either of the weights above are not appropriate then estimate the number of kilos of each box/basket of
whole /tailed prawns according to the type of box/basket being used by that vessel. Weigh the baskets or
boxes if needed.

Figure 2.2 Map of Functional Units for Nephrops Fishing Grounds
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2.4. Obtaining Nephrops Samples
On a Nephrops directed trip –aswell as the normal sampling protocols, a sample also needs to be taken
ashore. This consists of two half boxes of samples.
 ½ fish box of unsorted bulk catch
 ½ fish box of unwanted catch
Once ashore these are to be given to the local port based analyst and they will organize a payment to the
skipper for these samples.
½ fish box of unsorted bulk catch




Take ½ a box randomly from the fish sorting table before any of the commercial fish or
prawns are removed
The box of sample should be washed and dipped
Label clearly as a CATCH sample, with boat name and date and trip code

½ fish box of unwanted catch


Take ½ box from the sorting table after all of the commercial prawns and wanted fish
have been removed
 Remove any large fish in the box. Ideally, the sample should really consists of discarded
Nephrops.
 The box of sample should be washed and dipped
 If tailing of prawns on board is done by crew the unwanted catch sample has to contain
the prawn heads and small whole undersized prawns or else this sample is not useable
for analysis
 Label clearly as an UNWANTED CATCH sample with boat name and date and trip code
When you come ashore, inform the local port based analyst or Helen McCormick that you have a sample.

Michael McAuliffe

Greencastle

087 2297631

Dermot Fee

Dunmore East

087 1323336

Ross Fitzgerald

Dunmore East

086 8335587

John Enright

Castletownbere

085 1275153

Tobi Rapp

Castletownbere

087 6703863

Turloch Smith

Ros a Mhíl

087 2358044

Helen McCormick

Galway

087 9157577
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2.5. Standard Operating Procedures for a Set‐Net Trip
Steps 1‐3, 5‐7 should be followed as outlined in Demersal Sampling SOP above. The set net fishery is
comprised of three types of net: Gill net, Tangle net and Trammel net. Each net is made by suspending a
monofilament mesh netting between the leaded foot rope and the floating head rope. Gill nets and tangle
nets have one mesh panel with a mesh size and hanging ratios that depends on the target fishery. They both
capture fish according to their name – the gill net entraps the fish by gilling it, the fish swims through and
gets caught at the gills. This makes the gill net quiet selective as the mesh size will determine the minimum
size of fish gilled. In the tangle net the fish simply become entangled in the mesh. The trammel net has two
panels one of a large outer mesh and the other of a smaller inner mesh size that is rigged to hang loose. The
trammel net captures fish by the fish driving the small mesh through the larger mesh and essentially
“bagging” themselves. For the trammel net the inner and outer mesh size/depth must be recorded. As there
is only one gill net and tangle net mesh details are recorded in the “inner” recording field on datasheet.

Soak time for the sets nets depend on the target species. Typically a gill net set for cod is hauled after 24hrs
while tangle nets set for spiny lobster (also commonly called Crayfish) are typically set for a week.

Sampling at sea
As with all at‐sea sampling it is important to sample in a way that collects the best data but minimises the
disruption caused by the sampler’s presence on the natural work flow of the boat and crew. Most vessels
operating in the set net fishery are small (10‐15m) therefore the first task is to find a safe point on the vessel
where one can work, it is best to ask the crew where the best position is.

To facilitate the objective acquisition of data please ask the crew to retain all catch (landings and discards) as
they haul the net. This will alter their usual practice somewhat but after explaining that you need this to get
the best data they should understand.
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On retaining the entire catch categorise the catch as described below:
Name
Seal Damage
Discards

Description

Datasheet to be used

Fish damaged by seals unfit for market.




(See below for seal damage description)

Invertebrate
Damage
Discards

Fish damaged by invertebrates i.e.
Skinners (amphipods) or crabs.




For amphipod damage the fish looks like
it has been eaten from the inside out,
often with skin only remaining. With crab
damage the fish typically looks
picked/pecked to pieces.
Total Landings

All fish/shellfish going to market.




(See bottom of table for Lobster/Spiny
Lobster specific data)

Record bulk Seal Damage Discards in
“Haul Sheet”
Record the lengths and/or count in
“Measured Only Sheet – Damage
Discards” Be sure to record the type ‐
tick Seal Damage.
Record bulk Invertebrate Damage
Discards in “Haul Sheet”
Record the lengths and/or count in
“Measured Only Sheet – Damage
Discards” Be sure to record the type ‐
tick Invertebrate Damage

Record species specific tally on the
“Retained Catch Tally Sheet”
Record the lengths in “Wanted Catch
Measured Only Sheet”

Discards

Fish unfit for market for any other
reason other than seal or invertebrate
damage (i.e. under size, non commercial
etc…)



Record the lengths of fin/shellfish and
breakdown of non fish discards in
“Unwanted Catch Measured Only
Sheet”

Lobsters &

All lobsters/crayfish in the catch must be
collected and recorded according to the
data required in the datasheet.



Record the length, sex, etc in “Lobster
/Spiny Lobster Measured Only Sheet”

Spiny Lobsters
(aka Crayfish)

Obviously the sum total of all five components listed above is the entire catch and is entered as “Bulk
Catch” on the datasheet.

Please note

Seal Damage is damage attributable to large predators the most likely of which are seals or
conger. This damage is characterised by:

* Removal of part or the entire visceral cavity
* large V shaped bites
* Removal of all or part of the body incl. the visceral cavity
* removal of fish skin.
Photo examples of Seal and Invertebrate damage available below.
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Collection of data
Haul Sheet
It is important that all the required data are collected for each haul. Be sure to fill in all the relevant boxes in
the Haul Sheet. The first data required are the gear parameters it is important to collect this at the haul level
as the metrics may change from haul to haul.
Panel Length is recorded in Metres.
Please be careful on recording the correct Shoot Time/Date and the Haul Time/Date as these are used to
calculate the soak time. The Lat & Long of each end of the string should also be recorded accurately.

The Bird/Mammal/Reptile/PETs/Decomposed Bycatch is defined as:
Any Bird/Mammal/Reptile/PETs/Decomposed organism that comes in contact with the gear during fishing
operation either collected on deck or falling out during hauling. If one of these is observed and "YES" is
selected in the Bird/Cetacean/Reptile/PETs/ or Decomposed Carcass field the specific details must be filled
overleaf on the Haul Sheet.

As with all at‐sea sampling trips record the Bulk Catch and Total Landings. Also record the Seal and
Invertebrate Damage Discard components as described above. If zero seal and/or invertebrate damage is
observed please enter “0” in the relevant box on the Haul Sheet. The collection of this data should be made
easier by the fact that the crew will keep all the catch for you from a string.

Retained Catch Tally Sheet
Record all fish and shellfish retained for market in this sheet. For crustaceans record the appropriate unit:
Box and/or kg for crabs, Unit number for lobster and Spiny lobster (i.e. 6 lobster and 4 Spiny lobster). It is
important to record all fish and/or shellfish landed in this sheet.
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Measured Only Data Sheet
For set net discard trips we use three different Measured Only Datasheets as follows:
Wanted Catch‐Measured Only Sheet

Recording length by species of all landed fish and/or
shellfish

Unwanted Catch Measured Only Sheet

Recording the measurements by species of the
unwanted catch component.

Measured Only Sheet – Damage Discards

Recording the measurements and/or numbers of the
damage discard component by type – Seal damage
and/or invertebrate damage.

Record measured only data for fish following normal at‐sea sampling protocols for both wanted catch and
unwanted catch.

A count of numbers per species in the seal and invertebrate damage discards component will suffice as
accurate measurement can be difficult. For crustaceans please measure according to the protocol specific to
that species. For the unwanted catch component measurements are required from both finfish and
commercial shellfish. During these specific trips, shellfish such as spider crab, edible crab, velvet crab, lobster,
and Spiny lobster recorded in the “Non Fish Discards will also need to be measured.

To aid sampling a fourth datasheet is included for Measured Only ‐ Lobster/Spiny lobster. Please measure
and sex the entire Lobster/Spiny lobster catch and record whether retained or discarded. If discarded: note
reason for discarding i.e. below the minimum landing size and/or v‐notched. Also be sure to record the shell
condition for both species and egg stages for lobster. Lobster egg stages are described on the datasheet.
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Measurement and Sexing of crustaceans
Lobster: Using callipers measure the carapace length (CL) to the nearest millimetre below of
all lobsters caught ‐ from behind the eye to the end of the thorax (see Figure 1).

Carapace Length

Figure 2.3. Lobster measurement of carapace length

Sexual Dimorphism in Lobsters
Lobsters are easily sexed by looking at the pleopods on the first segment of the abdomen. The
male’s first pleopods are hard well defined structures while the female lobster has a more
delicate feathery pleopod.
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Figure 2.4. Male lobster with
defined pleopods on first segment.

Figure 2.5. Pleopods are
more delicate and smaller in
females.
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Spider Crab:

Using callipers measure the carapace length (CL) to the nearest millimetre below– the
distance between the point where the frontal spines of the rostrum join and the
posterior edge of the carapace (see Figure 4)

Carapace length (mm)

Fig. 2.6. Spider Crab measurement of

Fig.2.7. Male spider crab ‐ narrow abdomen

carapace length

(Female abdomen is broader & rounder
similar to edible crab below)
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Edible Crab:

Using callipers, ruler or measuring board measure the carapace width (CW) of each
crab sampled, to the nearest millimetre below– the widest point across the carapace
(see Figure 6).

Carapace Width

Fig 2.8.Edible Crab measurement of carapace width.

www.science-de-la-terre.com

Figure 2.9. Female (left) and Male (right) brown crab – ventral view.
Abdomen in females is broad where as in males the abdomen is narrower.
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Spiny Lobster:

Using callipers measure the carapace length (CL) to the nearest millimetre
below of all spiny lobster caught– from the tip of the rostrum to the end of
the thorax (see Figure 8).

Carapace Length

Figure 2.10 Spiny lobster measurement of carapace length

Sexual Dimorphism in Spiny lobster.
Males and females of all ages can be distinguished by the position of the two round genital
openings or gonpores. In females, they are at the bases of the third pair of peripods while in
males they are at the base of the fifth (last) pereiopods, furthest from the head and the closest
to the abdomen. Mature females have enlarged pleopods. See Overleaf for photos.
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Spiny Lobster
Palinurus elephas

FEMALE

© Macdara ó Cuaig

Gonopores

© Macdara ó Cuaig

Gonopores at the bases of the third pair of peripods.

© Macdara ó Cuaig

Mature Female with enlarged pleopods

MALE

© Macdara ó Cuaig

Gonopores

© Macdara ó Cuaig

Gonopores at the bases of the fifth pair of peripods.

© Macdara ó Cuaig

Male with typical small pleopods.
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Photo Examples of Seal and Invertebrate Damage in Set Net Fisheries
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2.11: (a) to (f) Examples of Seal Damage

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 2.12: (g) to (i) Examples of fish damaged by other means, i.e. Invertebrate Damage
All Damage photos courtesy of BIM.
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2.6. Standard Operating Procedure for a Pelagic trip
Pelagic Trip Sampling
Steps 1 and 7 should be followed as outlined in Demersal Sampling SOP above.
For each haul, measured only samples should be obtained of both the landings and any unwanted

catch and/or discards. Because of the nature of the fishery there should be plenty of time to do this
and for each component a minimum of 2 baskets for herring/blue whiting or four baskets for
mackerel/scad should give reasonable length frequency distributions but this can be adjusted as
necessary. About 1 basin of Sprat should be enough. Length frequencies should be recorded for all
species present in the samples. Please note that herring and sprat are recorded to the nearest half
centimetre.

Monitor the total haul being pumped on board for large/unusual species (for example, cetaceans,
tuna, sharks). Record the numbers observed from the whole sample. Also, difficult taxa such as
mesopelagic fish should be noted at generic level only.

Discards: Usually the pelagic fisheries are operated on a single species and any discards should they
occur are usually only from the net due to damage. Occasionally fish may be slipped from the net for
various reasons and thus discarded.

Estimates of the catch (tonnes) should be obtained from the skipper, record as weight landed on
measured only sheet for that haul (ie total of measured only sheets = total weight landed and/or
discarded for that trip). It is useful to know the vessel’s pumping rate as this gives a guide to the
amount of fish being brought on board.

Catch = Wanted Catch + Unwanted Catch
Wanted Catch =

Target Species -Fish pumped into tanks and landed at the quay

Unwanted Catch/Discards = Fish Slipped from the net
Fish lost in burst bags +
Meshed fish +
Fish spilled from deck, separator etc. +
Fish that escape through grids +
Other fish not landed
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Recording Pelagic Forms (see Appendix 5.3)
The Pelagic Vessel Trip Summary should be filled for each voyage. Vessel Name & Details along with
those of the Partner Vessel are recorded on this sheet. Trip code shows the port code, year and
sequence of trips: PEL/KBG/13/1. This will be allocated to you by the Catch Sampling Manager. An
extensive section is left here for any comments you would like to add as a survey narrative. You may
also include ay comments that the skipper wishes to have recorded.

The Pelagic Vessel Activity Sheet should be updated approximately every four ‐ six hours or when an
activity changes. Record the Latitude and Longitude of your vessel associated with each activity. It is
important to record the Haul Number on this sheet when an activity occurs for a particular haul. (For
example: Shooting, Fishing and Hauling of Haul 1.) The first entry on this sheet shall be the time/date
and associated details when you leave port and the last entry shall be the same at your point and port
of landing.

The Pelagic Vessel Haul Record is where the fishing is described. Try and give an insight into the fishing
operation by filling in the form. It is important that either the Yes/No/Null options are recorded. If
you do not observe what is described in the form simply tick the Null box. For each time the net is shot
the Pelagic Vessel Haul Record must be completed.

The Pelagic Vessel Catch & By‐catch Record is where the results of the fishing operations are
described. You must ensure that the form is filled for both Wanted Catch and for Unwanted Catch.
Always record the Wanted Catch taken by your own vessel. If possible record the Wanted Catch taken
by the partner vessel, if this is not possible simply tick the “Data not Available” box. The By‐catch in
this instance is any Marine Mammal (dolphins, seals, whales, turtles) and/or Birds, PETs Species or
Reptiles that encounter the net during the fishing operation. Should you encounter any of the above
record Yes and then list the number caught by species. Record the number released alive and the
number dead (killed during the fishing operation). You may also come across a dead/decaying marine
mammal, PET, Reptile or bird in the fishing gear, record these in the Decomposing Carcass section. If
identification of the decomposing carcass is difficult write a description of the animal on the back of
the page noting hauls number. For each time the net is shot the Pelagic Vessel Catch & By‐catch

Record must be completed. See full sampling details below.

The Pelagic Vessel Identification Sheet is where the activity of nearby vessels is recorded. This form
is to be filled at midnight, 6am, mid‐day and 6pm on each day of the voyage. You must ensure that
the Latitude and Longitude of your own vessel is recorded for each observation. For ease of entry the
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radar range for each other vessel is required. Please note that if you cannot identify another vessel
simply record as “unknown”. You must ensure that each vessel is recorded. For example you may have
three unknown vessels in the 6‐12nm range for this please record “unknown” three times. Otherwise
we will not have the correct count recorded.

Please ensure that all boxes and cells on the data sheets are filled in as far as possible.

By‐Catch Sampling
By catch sampling on pelagic trips is as outlined in Appendix 5.9

Note
Passport and credit cards should always be carried as landings can be made into foreign ports.
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2.7. What to Do‐When and Where?‐Quick Recap Guide


Don’t forget to send a “Who’s@sea” text prior to departure.



HAUL SHEETS can be kept in wheelhouse as this is where you will be recoding most details on
the haul sheet



Doors go into water‐ shoot details, lat,long, time,depth etc



During Haul‐environmental info, ices division, mesh, gear, fishing ground



Doors come out, Haul details, lat, long, time, depth



Cod end about to be dropped into hopper‐ estimate bulk catch or ask skipper. Estimate of
bulk catch should be verified by skipper at every haul.



Record any by‐catch of birds, mammals, reptiles and PET species



Go to Fish deck with MEASURED ONLY SHEETS



Crew will be sorting catch. Take random box of unwanted catch. See protocols. Set box aside.



Choose species to measure for wanted catch, representative and also probably in unwanted
catch sample.



Start measuring fish.



If needed, take some fish for <MCRS aged sample (undersized fish).



Get tally of retained catch from either skipper or crew man. Record on RETAINED CATCH

TALLY SHEET. Skipper should be shown retained catch tally after every haul. Fill in total of
retained catch tally on haul sheet. Check for negative unwanted catch.



Fill out unwanted catch sampled and wanted catch sampled box on HAUL SHEET



Record Success Code.



At end of trip, fill out the CRUISE REPORT.



Don’t forget to send a “Who’s@sea” text on return to port.

These are general guidelines. Note all boxes on datasheets need to be filled in for every haul.
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2.8. Practical issues for at‐sea sampling
Sampling on board a fishing vessel
If the skipper is not aware of the FEAS catch sampling programme then explain the work carried out,
the scientific rationale behind catch sampling, the sampling protocol and the information that will be
obtained on board eg retained catch tally etc. Emphasis should be put on the fact that our work is for
stock assessment. Explain exactly the sampling methods that will be used on board. Please give a copy
of the Wheel House Guide to the At‐sea Sampling Programme to the skipper.

Adverse weather conditions/Motion of the vessel
If weather conditions or the motion of the vessel are such that it makes measuring the catch at sea
impossible, then the only option is to bring the samples back to the port laboratory for analysis. If the
crew do not wish to store boxes of unwanted for the sampler then no samples can be obtained. Sea
sickness as a result of the two factors above may also prevent a sampler from measuring fish from
every haul. Success Code 3 can be used on the Haul Sheet to indicate that the fish were not sampled.
In the comments the sampler can indicate the reason for this.

Work space available
Workspace is of prime importance and should be agreed with the skipper before any sampling is done.
If a fishing vessel is small there may not be enough room for an extra person to be working on deck at
the same time as the crew. This may be overcome in some cases if the sampler works on the sample
after the crew have finished handling the catch, although for safety reasons, it is not desirable for the
sampler to be working alone on the deck. On larger vessels there may still be a scarcity of workspace
depending on the layout of the gear on the deck. The sampler should work in a safe area as to minimise
the inconvenience to the crew and fishing operations.

Level of co‐operation
Co‐operation is vital when sampling at sea. Initially there has to be co‐operation if a sampler is to be
given permission to board a fishing vessel for a sampling trip (this being totally at the skipper’s
discretion). Whilst on board, assistance is often required to lift fish boxes etc. The crew members need
to put the wanted catch into the hold as soon as possible but if asked, a co‐operative crew will usually
keep some on deck until the sampler has measured them.
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Working procedures on board the vessel
More often than not there will be space/time constraints aboard the vessel and it may be difficulty to
access fish for measuring. Nonetheless, it is essential to measure a representative length frequency
of the species landed as well as obtaining a box of unwanted catch for at least 75% of the hauls.

The distribution of the catch in the pound
If the catch is sorted directly from the pound then the question must be asked – Is it homogeneously
mixed so that a random sample can be taken, or are the fish / non fish discards stratified? Because of
this possible problem it is essential that the random sample of unwanted catch is taken from different
areas and at different depths of the pound.

Time available to work on unwanted catch
It may be impossible to measure an unwanted catch sample from each haul on a boat trip. In the case
of certain beam trawlers – trawls are carried out approximately every two hours so it is very difficult,
if not impossible, to have an unwanted catch sample analysed before the next haul is taken on board.
During the night a few hauls are missed also because the sampler has to sleep!! If this situation should
arise, the sampler should aim to sample at different times each day so that during the trip the entire
24‐hour period covered. This can be particularly important in, for example, the Nephrops fishery
where it is well known that the movement of Nephrops in the water is very much light dependant. The
sampler needs to be aware of the Working Time Directive and that adequate hours of rest are taken
during any one 24 hour period.
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2.9. Theory Behind Sampling of Discards: Calculation of raising factors
The total weight of Unwanted Catch present in a haul (UnWt) is obtained by subtracting the known
wanted catch for a haul (W) from the estimated total catch for that haul, (C) ‐ (W), and converting to
kilograms assuming 40 kg boxes. If we likewise express the Unwanted Catch sample in box equivalents,
and accept that each box is typically 40 kg, we can calculate the weight of Unwanted Catch sampled
(UnWs). The proportion of non‐fish discards is estimated from the Unwanted Catch sample, raised to
the total Unwanted Catch and subtracted from the total weight of Unwanted Catch in the haul. The
Raising factor for this haul is then given as the ratio of total weight of unwanted fish catch present in
a haul to the weight of Unwanted Catch sampled for that haul

R.F. =

UnWt
WS

This raising factor is used to raise the species specific weight composition of the discards sample to
the haul level. Table 2.3 gives a worked example (using fictitious data) of how unwanted catch rates
are calculated.
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Table 2.3 A worked example of the calculation of unwanted catch rates (adopted since September
2006)
Variable

Haul 1

Haul 2

Haul 3

Haul 4

Haul 5

Catch (box)

100

60

70

70

60

Wanted Catch (box)

50

40

45

71.5

55

Unwanted Catch (box)

50

20

25

‐1.5

5

Unwanted Catch sample (box)

1

1

1

1

1

Non‐fish discards (proportion of sample)

0.05

0.50

0.95

0.20

0.50

Non‐fish discards in total discards (box)

2.50

10.00

23.75

2.50

Unwanted Fish catch

47.50

10.00

1.25

2.50

Raising factor

50

20

25

5

Haddock landings (box)

40

30

4

8

Haddock landings (kg)

1600

1200

160

320

Unwanted Haddock in sample

80

25

42

43

Unwanted Haddock in catch

4000

500

1050

215

Weight unwanted haddock catch (kg) (LW
regression)

1120

140

300

60

Kg unwanted haddock to Kg wanted
haddock landings

0.7

0.12

1.8

0.18

Red column = invalid haul due to negative unwanted catch value.
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2.10.

Work flow of sampling

Action

Forms needed

1. Start of Trip

Cruise report

2. Shooting of net

Haul Sheet

3. Hauling of net

Haul Sheet

4.Catch in Hopper

Haul Sheet

Data Collected

Vessell details, Gear,
Departure details and
Text
Times , Positional data
etc
Times , Positional data,
By‐catch data

Measured Only

Measure all fish species
Representative L/F of
commercial landings

6.Wanted Catch
Measurements

Measured Only

7.Commercial Landings
Tally +LO Tally

RCTS and Haul Sheet

8. End of trip

All forms Iinclduing
Cruise Report and
invoice

Skipper

All data checked, invoice
filled in, invoice number
updated. Copy of data
sheets made and orginal
sent to MI
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Send departure text

Set box aside until after
commercial measurements
are taken

Skipper/Bridge

Herring Sprat 1/2 cm, sex
elasmobranchs&megs
Speciate Monk
Set aside requested species
for ageing

Skipper

Randomly from the belt
or pounds

During gutting process,
Landings from all
commerical species
including part boxes +
LO fish

Comments

Skipper/Bridge

Estimation of CATCH by
skipper
Estimation of Non Fish
Discards

5. Unwanted catch
Sample

Data Sources

Tally man or skipper

Self

Tally all L/F, fish may be
measured G or R just note on
sheet
Herring Sprat Boarfish 1/2
cm, sex elasmobranchs &
megs , Speciate Monk
Tally landings and bring to
Haul sheet Check Negative
catch, Is data collected for all
haul including 'sleep' hauls, all
cells filled in?P
Send Arrival text and
arrange
collection/delivery of
samples

2.11.

Wheel House Guide to the At‐Sea Sampling Programme

FEAS have a comprehensive sampling program under the DCMAP with a requirement to sample
trips each year across all fisheries. The catch component of fish and shellfish is assessed at sea on
board commercial vessels by FEAS staff and contractors to set protocols. Types of data collected
at sea include but are not restricted to: catch data, environmental data, measurements of
fish/shellfish & monitoring of incidental by‐catch of species including marine mammals, birds,
reptiles and other PET species as per EUMAP Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2016/1251.
The type of trips required in the At‐Sea Sampling Program run by the Marine Institute are based
on statistically sound sampling and will target different métiers within the fleet. A métier is a group
of vessels fishing in the same area, using similar gear targeting similar species (e.g. the Irish monk
and megrim directed otter trawl fishery by vessels in area VIIbcjk).



Whilst on board the sampler will be collecting a wide range of data:
 HAUL DATA: This is an overview of each haul, positional and environmental data,
ground type and an estimation of the bulk catch brought aboard.
 RETAINED CATCH DATA: A complete breakdown of all of the species landed (in kg or
boxes) by haul.
 BY‐CATCH DATA: Details of any bird, cetacean, reptile or PET (Protected, Endangered
and Threatened) species encountered by fishing operations
 MEASURED DATA:
 Wanted catch: For each haul sampled a selection of species will be measured.
Throughout the whole trip a subsample of each species landed will be measured.
 Unwanted Catch: One box of unwanted catch will be taken from each haul sampled
and all fish species present will be measured and non fish species noted
 AGEING DATA: A selection of unwanted fish from the main commercial species will be
taken ashore for ageing. These samples are for scientific purposes.
 NEPHROPS SAMPLES: On Nephrops directed trips ½ fish box of unsorted prawn or bulk
catch and ½ fish box of discards will be brought ashore for further analysis. The
Skipper will receive payment for these Nephrops samples.
The Sampler Shall:
 Explain to the skipper/crew the protocols that s/he is working to.
 Carry out his/her work in a safe area and manner that does not impede the fishing
operations.
 Make available the At‐Sea Sampling Protocols Manual to skipper/crew whilst aboard.
 Consult with the skipper as per manual on Catch volumes and show what is recorded
at each haul.
 Adhere to Skippers instruction at all times in relation to Health & Safety aboard vessel.
The Sampler Shall not:
 Question the skippers’ authority in relation to Health & Safety aboard.
 Operate any vessel machinery associated with fishing operations.
 Enter the vessel hold unless requested to do so by the skipper.
We would like to thank all skippers who have taken part in the At‐Sea Sampling Programme
to date and those that hopefully will in the future. Your participation and the information
gathered on these trips greatly enhance our ability to assess our fish stocks.
We will email you a scanned copy of the datasheets as well as a skippers report for this trip.
Should you require further information on our At‐Sea Sampling Program please contact Helen
McCormick
or
Macdara
Ó
Cuaig
at
helen.mccormick@marine.ie
or
Macdara.Ocuaig.@marine.ie or 091‐387200
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3. Reference Data and Codes
3.1. Sampling Forms
The sampling forms are available on Galwayfs01:\Discards\FAT FORMS\Demersal‐Nephrops data
sheets\FATFORMSv2.xls. Updated forms will be issued by the catch sampling coordinator. The
following contains a broad description of the forms used. Table 2.4 contains a complete
description of the forms used for discard data collection.

Data sheet

Variable name

Definition

Codes

Cruise report

Comments
This form must be
completed after each
trip and sent to FEAS
immediately on return
to port.

SAMPLER

Sampler full name

Cruise code

Unique cruise ID

FAT/ 3-digit primary
port code/ Year e.g.
95/ Trip no.

See port codes. For
Trip no. start at 1 at
beginning of year.

Vessel

LOA and Kw

N/A

overall Length and
Kilowatts

Ports

Departure and Arrival
Ports port of trip

See port codes.

N/A

Gear

Type of gear used

N/A

For reference only, not
entered onto database

Dates

Departure and Arrival
dates

N/A

N/A

ICES Division

Main ICES Divisions
of fishing activity

See list of ICES
divisions

For reference only, not
entered onto database

Times

Departure and Arrival
Times

N/A

N/A

Fishing groundsCommon name

Get this only from
the skipper. If there is
no local name for the
area fished then leave
blank.

See Fishing Grounds
List

N/A

Average Duration
of Tows

Average tow duration

N/A

N/A

General Weather
Conditions

General Weather
Conditions eg winds
and sea state

N/A

N/A

Gear Damage

Any gear damage

Additional
Information

Any relevant
information,

Retained Catch

Main Species and
Presentation

See species list codes

For reference only, not
entered onto database
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Data sheet

Haul sheet

Variable name

Definition

Codes

Comments

Unwanted Catch

Main Species

See species list codes

For reference only, not
entered onto database

Non-fish Discard
Policy

Main Species

Discarding Policy

Main Discard Policy
on board

Total number of
hauls

Total number of
hauls made during the
trip

N/A

N/A

Number of hauls
sampled

Total number of
hauls sampled during
the trip

N/A

N/A

Boxes of fish
below MCRS

Total number of
boxes of fish below
MCRS brought back
from trip

by-catch samples

Total number bycatch samples
brought back from
trip and where they
were stored

Nephrops samples

Total number of
Nephrops samples
brought back from
trip and where they
were stored

Tick Boxes for
Species Aged

Keeps track of fish
collected for ageing

Cruise Report

Number of Cruise
Report Sheets

Haul Sheets

Number of Haul
Sheets

Aged Fish <MCRS
Sheets

Number of Aged Fish
<MCRS Sheets

Retained Catch
Tally Sheets

Number of Retained
Catch Tally Sheets

Measured Only
Sheets

Number of Measured
Only Sheets

Comments

General Information

Cruise code

Unique cruise ID

Haul number
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Only the 8 commercial
species displayed that
are below MCRS
(minimum
conservation reference
size)

FAT/ Primary port
code/ Year/ Trip no.

See port codes.

N/A

Start at 1 for each trip.
Try to collect landings
tally data for all hauls
regardless of whether
sampled or not.

Data sheet

Variable name

Definition

Codes

Comments

Gear code

Type of gear used

See Gear codes in
Section 3.5

The list of currently
used gear codes. Note
any further
observations on gears
used in comment box.

Mesh size

Cod end mesh size in
mm

Success code

This code identifies
the success of the
haul in terms of
whether there were
landings and whether
data were collected

ICES division

Sensitive information
so be diplomatic.
ALWAYS CHECK
with skipper.
See success codes in
Section 3.4

N/A

See Figure 2.2 for
ICES divisions

N/A

Time shot

Time is recorded from
when the doors enter
the water

24-hour clock

N/A

Depth shot

Depth is recorded
from when the doors
enter the water

In metres, see
conversion table

N/A

Lat. shot

Positions are recorded
from where the doors
enter the water

Format= 99o99.99

N/A

Long shot

Positions are recorded
from where the doors
enter the water

Format = 99o99.99

N/A

N/A

N/A

Shoot date
Depth hauled

Depth is recorded
from where the doors
exit the water

In metres, see
conversion table

N/A

Lat. hauled

Positions are recorded
from where the doors
exit the water

Format = 99o99.99

N/A

Long hauled

Positions are recorded
from where the doors
exit the water

Format = 99o99.99

N/A

N/A

N/A

Haul date
By-Catch
Information

Bird, mammal, reptile,
PETs, decomposed
species

Wind Direction
and Force

N/A

See Sea state and sea
swell reference list

N/A

Sea state,swell
direction and swell

N/A

See Sea state and sea
swell reference list

N/A
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Use Overleaf on haul
sheet to further record
information on bycatch

Data sheet

Haul Bycatch
Record sheet

Variable name

Definition

Codes

Comments

Ground type

N/A

See Ground type
reference list

N/A

Bulk catch

N/A

N/A

Give units

Total Retained
Catch

N/A

N/A

Give units

Unwanted Catch
sampled

N/A

N/A

Give units

Wanted Catch
sampled

N/A

N/A

Give units

Haul No.

No. Released Live

No. Killed

Decomposing
Carcass
(not
killed by vessel
operations)
Observed (tick √)
Species (Describe
below if necessary)
Bycatch: Birds,
Mammals ,Reptiles
or PETS
(Landed on deck)
Species
Haul No.
Length
Sex
Sample brought
ashore for DNA
analysis
Sample
Number:(cruise
code plus haul
number)
Bird=Bag+Tag
Mammal= Biopsy
sample (skin +
blubber)
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Data sheet

Variable name

Definition

Codes

Comments

Cruise code

Unique cruise ID

FAT/ Primary port
code/ Year/ Trip no.

See port codes.

Units

Units of measurement

N/A

Tick box

Species

N/A

See species reference
list

Retention Code

Refers to whether it t
is landings or
obligation landings

L or OL

Condition

Gutted, Round etc

See reference list

CF

Factor for raising
weight from gutted to
round as necessary

See species conversion
factor reference list

This variable must be
entered each time

Qty

No. of units of
species landed

N/A

N/A

Total

Total live weight
landed per species

N/A

N/A

Total Landings

Total live weight per
haul

Cruise code

Unique cruise ID

FAT/ Primary port
code/ Year/ Trip no.

See port codes.

Haul number

N/A

N/A

As before

Quantity

Quantity of units in
sample, always >=1

N/A

N/A

Units

N/A

N/A

N/A

% NFD

% of non-fish
discards observed in
sample box

Format = 9.9

N/A

Breakdown of
Non-fish discards

General make-up of
non-fish discards e.g.
Seaweed, Sea Urchins
etc.

N/A

Not entered onto
database at present

Photograph
Record Photo file
name, ie
"IMG_234.jpg"
Location caught in
Net
Retained Catch
Tally sheet

Unwanted Catch
Measured only
sheet

Have you
measured all the
fish of a particular
species for this
haul? (Please Tick)
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Data sheet

Variable name

Definition

Codes

Comments

Wanted Catch
Measured only
sheet

Cruise code

Unique cruise ID

FAT/ Primary port
code/ Year/ Trip no.

See port codes.

Haul number

N/A

N/A

As before

Quantity

Quantity of units in
sample, always >=1

N/A

N/A

Units

N/A

N/A

N/A

Presentation

Gutted or round

N/A

N/A

Unique cruise ID

FAT/ Primary port
code/ Year/ Trip no.

See port codes.

See list of ICES
divisions

N/A

Grade
Aged Fish
<MCRS

Cruise code

sheet

ICES division
Date
Quarter
Gear
Check list

N/A

N/A

A check list to ensure
sufficient sampling for
age in each length
group by species, gear
and quarter

Fresh, Iced, Frozen

N/A

N/A

Tick as appropriate

Species

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sampled By

Sampler full name

Sampling Place
Age Reader

Age Reader full name

Index No.

Helps in age reading

Length

N/A

N/A

N/A

Weight

N/A

N/A

N/A

Mat

Maturity Stage

Stages 1-8

Age

N/A

N/A

Rd'y (H,M,L)
QC Age

Not entered onto
database at present
For MI age readers

N/A

N/A

Comments
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Not entered onto
database at present

Data sheet

Variable name

Definition

ICES division
Quarterly Otolith
Tally Sheet

Codes

Comments

See list of ICES
divisions

N/A

Gear type

Type of gear used

see Gear codes

The list of gear codes
is not complete at
present. Note any
further observations
on gears used in
comment box.

Quarter

Division of a year into
3 monthly intervals

N/A

N/A

Sampler’s Initials

Initials of Samplers
name

N/A

N/A
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3.2. Resource Books
Collins Pocket Guide – Fish of Britain and Europe Paperback – 3 Sep 2001 by Peter J. Miller
(Author), Michael J. Loates (Author)

Handbook of the Marine Fauna of North‐West Europe Second Edition ‐Edited by Peter J. Hayward
and John S. Ryland

Hamlyn Guide Seashores and Shallow Seas Paperback – 8 Apr 2004
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3.3. Port codes
Used on the Cruise Sheet:

Port
Ardglass
Arklow
Balbriggan
Ballycotton
Baltimore
Burtonport
Castletownbere
Cleggan
Clogherhead
Cobh
Cork
Courtmacsherry
Derry
Dingle
Downings
Dun laoghaire
Duncannon
Dunmore East
Fenit
Fleetwood
Galway
Greencastle
Helvic
Kilkeel
Killary
Killybegs
Kilmore Quay
Kinlochbervie
Kinsale
Moville
Passage east
Portavogie
Portmagee
Porturlin
Rathmullan
Renard
Ross a mhil
Rosslare
Schull
Skerries
Teelin
Union Hall
Valentia
Waterford
Wexford
Wicklow
Youghal

Port Code
ARD
ARK
BBN
BCN
BMR
BUR
CTB
CLE
CHD
COB
COR
CMY
DY
DIN
DOW
DLR
DCN
DE
FEN
FWD
GAL
GRE
HEL
KKE
KLY
KBG
KMR
KIN
KSE
MOV
PAS
PVG
PMG
POY
RAT
REN
ROS
RLT
SCH
SKE
TEE
UNI
VAL
WAT
WEX
WIC
YOU
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3.4. Haul Success Codes
Used on the Haul Sheet:

Code

Description

1

Successful ‐ Fish Measured

2

Foul Haul ‐ Fish Measured or
Negative Unwanted Catch

3

Successful – No Fish
Measured

4

Foul Haul – No Fish Measured
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3.5. Gear Codes
Used on the Haul Sheet:

Gear name
Gear code
Dredge
DRB
Pots
FPO
Gillnet
GN
Gillnets (drift)
GND
Gillnets (set)
GNS
Trammel net
GTR
Hardlines and pole‐lines
LHP
Long liner
LL
Longline (drift)
LLD
Longline (set)
LLS
Otter Board Trawl
OTB
Otter Board Trawl used as Control
OTB_Control
Otter Board Trawl with Grid
OTB_G
Otter Board Trawl with Panel
OTB_P
Mid‐water otter trawl
OTM
Purse seine
PS
Bottom pair trawl
PTB
Mid‐water pair trawl
PTM
Danish Seine (anchor)
SDN
Scottish seine (fly‐dragging)
SSC
Scottish seine (fly‐dragging) with Panel
SSC_P
Beam Trawl
TBB
Triple Rig
TRR
Twin rig otter trawl
TWR
Twin Rig Otter Trawl used as Control
TWR_Control
Twin Rig Otter Trawl with Grid
TWR_G
Otter Board Trawl with Seltra
OTB_S
Otter Quad Trawls
OTQ
Twin Rig Otter Trawl with Panel
TWR_P
Note…always check Gear being used with Skipper, some boats may be using grids or panels or may
switch gears during the trip.
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3.6. Wind Force
Beaufort

Description

Wind Speed Appearance of sea

Force

of wind

(knots)

0

Calm

<1

Sea like a mirror

1

Light air

1‐3

Ripples with the appearance of scales are formed but
without foam crests.

2

Light breeze

4‐6

Small wavelets, still short but more pronounced. Crests have
a glassy appearance and do not break.

3

Gentle breeze

7‐10

Large wavelets. Crests begin to break. Foam of glassy
appearance. Perhaps scattered white horses.

4

Moderate breeze 10‐16

Small waves, becoming longer. Fairly frequent white horses.

5

Fresh breeze

17‐21

Moderate waves, taking a more pronounced long form.
Many white horses are formed. Chance of some spray.

6

Strong breeze

22‐27

Large waves begin to form. White foam crests are more
extensive everywhere. Probably some spray

7

Near gale

28‐33

Sea heaps up and white foam from breaking waves begins to
be blown in streaks along the direction of the wind. Spindrift
begins to be seen

8

Gale

34‐40

Moderately high waves of greater length. Edges of crests
begin to break into spindrift. Foam is blown in well marked
streaks along the direction of the wind.

9

Strong gale

41‐47

High waves. Dense streaks of foam along the direction of the
wind. Crests of waves begin to topple, tumble and roll over.
Spray may affect visibility.

10

Storm

48‐55

Very high waves with long overhanging crests. The resulting
foam in great patches is blown in dense white streaks along
the direction of the wind. On the whole, the surface of the
sea takes a white appearance. The tumbling of the sea
becomes heavy. Visibility affected

11

Violent Storm

56‐63

Exceptionally high waves. Small and medium sized ships
might be for a time lost to view behind the waves. The sea
is covered with long white patches of foam lying along the
direction of the wind. Everywhere the edges of the wave
crests are blown into foam. Visibility affected.

12

Hurricane

64‐71

The air is filled with foam and spray. Sea completely white
with driving spray. Visibility very seriously affected.
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3.7. Sea state
Code

Description

Avg. Wave Height (m)

0

Calm (glassy)

‐

1

Calm (rippled)

0‐0.10

2

Smooth

0.10‐0.50

3

Slight

0.50‐1.25

4

Moderate

1.25‐2.50

5

Rough

2.50‐4

6

Very rough

4‐6

7

High

6‐9

8

Very high

9‐14

9

Phenomenal

over 14
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3.8. Sea swell
Code

Description

Specification

Meters

0

No swell

Short wave

<100

1

Very low (short or low wave)

Average wave

100‐200

2

Low (long and low wave)

Long wave

>200

3

Light (short and moderate wave)

4

Moderate (average and moderate wave)

Low wave

<2

5

Moderate rough (long and moderate wave)

Moderate wave

2‐4

6

Rough (short and heavy wave)

Heavy wave

>4

7

High (average and heavy wave)

8

Very high (long and heavy wave)

9

Confused (wave length and height
indefinable)

Example: (as it appears on the haul sheet)

Sea state

Direction

Swell

4

SW

2

Wind Dir, Swell Dir – 16 points of the compass plus VAR (variable)
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3.9. Ground type
Abbreviations only should appear on the haul sheet

Ground type
cS
cSG
c S Sh
c S St
fM
fMS
fS
fSM
f s Sh
G
G Sh
G St
h
M
MfS
MS
M S Sh
Mi
P
R
RG
RM
R S Sh
S
SG
SM
SR
S Sh
S St
Sh
Sh ST
sm St
So
SSt Sh
St

Ground type
coarse Sand
coarse Sand Gravel
coarse Sand Shell
coarse Sand, Stone
fine Mud
fine Mud Sand
fine Sand
fine Sand Mud
fine Sand, Shells
Gravel
Gravel, Shells
Gravel Stone
hard
Mud
Mud fine Sand
Mud Sand
Mud Sand Shell
mixed
Pebbles
Rock
Rock Gravel
Rock Mud
Rock Sand Shell
Sand
Sand, Gravel
Sand, Mud
Sand, Rock
Sand, Shells
Sand, Stone
Shell
Shell Stone
small Stones
soft
Sand Stone Shell
Stone

Note: Adjectives are in the lower case and nouns are in the upper case;
For example: ‘S St’ means Sand, Stones (two ground types in the area) whereas ‘sm St’ means small stones (one ground type in the area).
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3.10.

Conversion factors

Used on the Retained catch Tally Sheet
(Gutted to round)

Species

Factor

Angler‐Budegassa

1.22

Angler‐Piscatorius

1.22

Black sole

1.04

Bib

1.12

Brill

1.09

Black Scabbard

1.24

Blue Ling

1.17

Blue Whiting

1.15

Catfish

1.18

Cod

1.17

Conger eel

1.125

Dab

1.11

Dogfish

1.12

Flounder

1.05

Forkbeard

1.11

Four Spot Megrim

1.05

Grenadier

1.05

Haddock

1.17

Hake

1.11

Halibut

1.08

Herring

1.12

John Dory

1.125

Lemon sole

1.05

Ling

1.14

Mackerel

1.09

Megrim

1.06

Norway Haddock

1.1

Plaice

1.07
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Note:

Species

Factor

Pollack

1.17

Ray

1.15

Red Gurnard

1.04

Redfish

1.19

Saithe

1.19

Saithe (Headless)

1.44

Scad

1.08

Siki Shark

1.33

Skate

1.13

Spurdog

1.05

Tailed Prawns

3

Torsk

1.14

Tub Gurnard

1.04

Turbot

1.09

Whiting

1.18

Witch

1.05

Other Demersal

1.1

Other Flatfish

1.05

Angler (Tails Only)

3

Crab Edible (Claws)

4

Skate (Wings)

2.09

If Cod roe is landed record the weight of the roe as for Round Cod eg 1.0 as the conversion

factor
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3.11.

Fish Condition
Condition
Claws
Gutted
Headless
Roe
Round
Tails Only
Whole

3.12.

Grade
Grade Description
Fish
Ungraded
Small
Medium
Large
Small Medium
Large Medium
Nephrops
0‐5
5‐10
10‐15
15‐20
20‐30
30‐40
40‐50
50‐60
Tails
Females
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3.13.

Species names

Only the species names in the left hand column are to be used (spellings should be exactly as shown)

Species
Alfonsinos
Angler‐budegassa
Angler‐piscatorius
Arctic Skate
Argentinidae
Bairds smooth Head
Barrel fish
Bib
Birdbeak Dogfish
Black Dogfish
Black Scabbard
Black sea bream
Black skate
Black sole
Black‐fish
Black‐mouthed Dogfish
Blenny
Blonde ray
Blue antimora
Blue Butterfish
Blue Jack Mackerel
Blue ling
Blue Ray
Blue Shark
Blue whiting
Blue‐mouth
Blunt Nose Six Gill Shark
Boar‐fish
Brill
Bull rout
Butterfly goby
Butterfly Ray
Bythidae
Capelin
Cardinal Fish
Catfish
Cod
Cod Roe
Common Cuttlefish
Common Octopus
Common Sea bream
Common skate
Common Squid
Conger eel
Crab‐edible
Crayfish

Scientific Name
Beryx spp.
Lophius budegassa
Lophius piscatorius
Raja hyperborea
Argentina spp
Alepocephalus bairdii
Hyperoglyphus perciformis
Trisopterus luscus
Deania calcea
Centroscyllum fabricii
Aphanopus carbo
Spondyliosoma cantharus
Raja nidarosiensis
Solea solea
Centrolophus niger
Galeus melastomus
Blenniidae
Raja brachyura
Antimora rostrata
Stromateus fiatola
Trachurus picturatus
Molva dypterygia
Breviraja caerulea
Prionace glauca
Micromesistius poutassou
Helicolenus dactylopterus
Hexanchus griseus
Caprus aper
Scophthalmus rhombus
Myoxocephalus spp
Amblygobius albimaculatus
Gymnura spp
Bythidae
Mallotus villosus
Epigonus telescopus
Anarhichas lupus
Gadus morhua
Cod eggs
Sepia Officinalis
Octopus vulgaris
Pagrus pagrus
Dipturus batis
Loligo Vulgaris
Conger conger
Cancer pagurus
Palinurus vulgaris
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Also known as
black – bellied Monkfish
White – bellied Monkfish

Pouting, Whiting pout, Pout

Sole, Dover Sole

Wolf‐fish
Codling / Tommy cod (small)

Species

Scientific Name

Cuckoo ray
Cuckoo Wrasse
Dab
Deep Sea Redfish
Dragonet
Electric Ray
Elegant Cuttlefish
European Anchovy
European Eel
False Boarfish
Flounder
Forkbeard
Four‐spot megrim
Fries Goby
garfish
Goby
Golden Redfish
Greater argentine
Greater forkbeard
Greater Sandeel
Greenland halibut
Grey gurnard
Grey Tiggerfish
Gulper shark
Haddock
Hake
Halargyreus johnonii
Halibut
Hatchet fish
Herring
Himontolophus groenlandicus
Hollowsnout grenadier
Iceland Catshark
John Dory
Kitefin shark
Lantern Fish
Large eyed Rabbitfish
Leafscale gulper shark
Lemon sole
Lepidion eques
Lesser Argentine
Lesser flying squid
Lesser redfish
Lesser Spotted Dogfish
Ling
Lobster
Long rough dab
Longnose grenadier
Longnose Velvet Dogfish

Raja naevus
Labrus Mixtus
Limanda limanda
Sebastes mentella
Callionymiidae
Torpedo nobiliana
Sepia Elegans
Engraulis encrasicolus
Anguilla anguilla
Neocyttus helgae
Platichthys flesus
Phycis phycis
Lepidorhombus boscii
Lesueurigobius friesii
Belone belone
Gobius spp
Sebastes marinus
Argentina silus
Phycis blennoides
Hyperoplus lanceolatus
Reinhardtius hippoglossoides
Eutrigla gurnardus
Balistes capriscus
Centrophorus granulosus
Melanogrammus aeglefinus
Merluccius merluccius
Halargyreus johnonii
Hippoglossus hippoglossus
Argyropelecus hemigymnus
Clupea harengus
Himontolophus groenlandicus
Coelorinchus coelorinchus
Apristurus laursonii
Zeus faber
Dalatias licha
Lampanyctus Crocodilus
Hydrolagus mirabilis
Centrophorus squamosus
Microstomus kitt
Lepidion eques
Argentina sphyraena
Todaropsis eblanae
Sebastes viviparous
Scyliorhinus canicula
Molva molva
Homarus gammarus
Hippoglossoides platessoides
Coelorinchus carminatus
Centroscymnus crepidator
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Also known as

Fluke

Darkie Charlie

Species
Longnosed Skate
Lumpsucker
Mackerel
Mailed Gurnard
Meagre
Mediterranean horse mackerel
Megrim
Mora
Mouse Catshark
Murrays longsnout Grenadier
Nephrops
Norway bullhead
Norway pout
Norwegian topknot
Nurse Hound
Octopus
Orange Roughy
Pale Catshark
Pallid Sculpin
Pandalid Shrimps
Pearlfish
Pearl‐side
Pilchard
Pipefish
Pipefish‐greater
Piper
Plaice
Pogge
Polar Sculpin
Pollack
Poor cod
Portuguese dogfish
Pufferfish
Queenies
Rabbitfish
Rat‐tails
Ray
Red Band‐fish
Red gurnard
Red mullet
Red seabream
Redfish
Reticulate Dragonet
Ribbon Fish
Rissos smooth Head
Rockling
Rough head Grenadier
Rough snout Grenadier
Round Ray
Roundnose Grenadier

Scientific Name
Dipturus Oxyrinchus
Cyclopterus lumpus
Scomber scombrus
Peristedion Cataphractum
Argyrosomus regius
Trachurus mediterraneus
Lepidorhombus whiffiagonis
Mora moro
Galeus murinus
Trachyrynchus murrayi
Nephrops norvegicus
Micrenophrys lilljeborgii
Trisopterus esmarkii
Phrynorhombus norvegicus
Scyliorhinus stellaris
Octopodidae
Hoplostethus atlanticus
Apristurus aphyodes
Cottonculus thomsonii
Pandalus spp.
Echiodon drummondi
Maurolicus spp.
Sardina pilchardus
Indostomus paradoxus
Syngnathus acus
Trigla Lyra
Pleuronectes platessa
Pogonophryne spp
Cottunculus microps
Pollachius pollachius
Trisopterus minutus
Centroscymnus coelolepis
Tetraodontidae
Aequipecten opercularis
Chimaera monstrosa
Macrouridae
Rajidae
Cepola macrophthalma
Aspitrigla cuculus
Mullus surmuletus
Pagellus bogaraveo
Sebastes sp.
Callionymus reticulatus
Procambarus bivitattus
Alepocephalus rostratus
Gaidropsarus spp
Macrourus berglax
Trachyrynchus trachyrynchus
Raja fyllae
Coryphaenoides rupestris
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Also known as

Greater Spotted Dog,, Bull Huss

Armed bullhead, Hook‐nose
White pollack

Species
Saithe
Sand sole
Sandeel
Sandy Ray
Saurey Pike
Scabbardfish
Scad

Scientific Name
Pollachius virens
Solea lascaris
Ammodytidae
Leucoraja circulcaris
Scomberesox saurus
Aphanopus spp.
Trachurus trachurus

Scaldfish
Scallop
Scaly dragonfish
Sea bass
Sea scorpion
Shad
Shagreen Ray
Shortfin squid
Shovelnosed shark
Siki Shark
Silver Bream
Silver Roughy
Silver Scabbardfish
Silvery pout
Skate
Small eyed ray
Smelt
Smooth Grenadier
Smooth hound
smooth hounds nei
Snake blenny
Snake pipefish
Snipe‐fish
Softhead grenadier
Solenette
Spanish Mackerel
Spearsnout Grenadier
Spider Crab
Spiny Eel
Spotted dragonet
Spotted ray
Sprat
Spurdog
Squid
Starry Ray
Starry Smooth‐hound
Streaked Gurnard
Taractes rubescens
Thickback sole
Thornback Ray
Three‐bearded rockling
Tope

Pleuronectiformes
Pecten maximus
Stomias boa
Dicentrarchus labrax
Scorpaena spp.
Alosa spp.
Leucoraja fullonica
Illex spp
Deania calceus
Squalidae
Blicca bjoerkna
Hoplostethus mediterraneus
Lepidopus caudatus
Gadiculus argenteus
Rajidae
Raja microocellata
Osmerus spp.
Nezumia aequalis
Mustelus mustelus
Mustelus spp
Ophidion barbatum
Entelurus aequoreus
Macrorhamphosus scolopax
Malacocephalus laevis
Buglossidium luteum
Scomber japonicus
Coelorhynchus labiatus
Maja brachydactela
Notacanthus bonaparte
Callionymus maculatus
Raja montagui
Sprattus sprattus
Squalus acanthias
Loligo spp.
Raja radiata
Mustelus asterias
Trigloporus Lastoviza
Taractes rubescens
Microchirus variegatus
Raja clavata
Gaidropsarus vulgaris
Galeorhinus galeus
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Also known as
Black pollack, Coley, Coalfish

Horse mackerel, Craig/Creg
Herring

Jemmy dog

Species
Topknot
Torsk
Tub gurnard
Turbot
Velvet Belly
Wedge sole
Weever‐greater
Weever‐lesser
Whelk
Whiting
Witch
Wrasse‐ballan
Wreckfish

Scientific Name
Zeugopterus punctatus
Brosme brosme
Chelidonichthys lucerna
Psetta maxima
Etmopterus spinax
Dicologoglosa cuneata
Trachinus draco
Echiichthys vipera
Buccinum undatum
Merlangius merlangus
Glyptocephalus cynoglossus
Labrus bergylta
Polyprion americanus
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Also known as
Tusk

4. Safety At Sea
The Health and Safety Authority has overall responsibility for the administration and enforcement of
health and safety at work in Ireland. The health and safety of all people at work is protected by the
law. The Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act (1989) applies to all places of work including fishing
vessels, other vessels, piers etc. The sole purpose of this law is to reduce the number of workplace
injuries or deaths, the vast majority of which can be easily prevented by taking straightforward safety
precautions.
The employer / owner must ensure a reasonable level of safety on board a vessel. This includes:



the design and maintenance of the vessel



safe means of getting about the vessel



safe machinery and equipment



safe methods of working



adequate information, instruction and supervision of employees



provision of appropriate safety clothing and equipment

The employer / owner must regularly overview safety and record this in the safety statement.
On board a fishing vessel, the skipper is responsible for day to day management of safety of vessel
and crew. The sampler should adhere to all requests from the skipper on health and safety
requirements.
Those who work on the vessel must do so in a safe way – this means:



using all safety equipment provided



complying with all required safety measures



letting the skipper know of any safety problems encountered

4.1. General Guidelines
Training and Safety Drills
Proper training and safety drills will reduce the risk of injury arising from any routine activities. Areas
for which such training is available include:



Sea Safety.



Recovery of persons overboard.



The operation of boats.



Fire prevention and fire fighting.



The operation of electrical fishing apparatus.



The use of chemicals both on board vessels and inland.



First aid.
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Along with training however there are a number of practices, which will enhance safety for personnel,
working on vessels. These include:

Familiarisation & Instruction
On boarding a vessel it is important that all staff familiarise themselves with the layout of the vessel
and read any standing instructions or safety manuals which are on board. They should also receive
safety instruction from the crew. It is vital that when on board that the deck officer or crew are
consulted in relation to interaction in the work area.

Alertness
When involved in sea based activity it is the responsibility of all staff to be alert to their own safety
and the safety of others on board. Attention must be paid to both major and minor dangers as both
have the potential to develop into something much more serious.
Watch your step when boarding and leaving vessels and during launching as well as when working on
deck as water, diesel, oil and fish‐oils will make surfaces increasingly slippery. It is important that you
hold onto handrails where they have been provided and particularly when using stairs (the light for
the hatch to the accommodation should be kept on at all times). Take extra care when using the
gangway ladder (using both hands to hold onto the rails) and ensure that the ladder itself is in a safe
position. Never run while on deck.

Tiredness
It is essential that everyone takes proper rest when off‐duty in order that work can be carried out
safely and efficiently. Long hours without proper rest decrease alertness and increase the risk of
accidents.

Tidiness
All equipment must be properly secured and stored after use in order to minimise the risk of accidents.
Loose tools and equipment should be returned to their proper place and all walkways must remain
free of obstructions at all times.
If a spillage occurs when on duty it must be cleaned/mopped up and all equipment must be cleaned
after use. Decks should be kept clear of equipment not being used in the current operation. Care
should be taken to ensure that all doors are shut properly when on board vessels.

First Aid
The purpose of First Aid is to give assistance to the victim of an accident or sudden illness. (See
appendix 1). All staff must:



Take part in a basic First Aid training course before going to sea.



Familiarise themselves with the location of the First Aid box.



Know who other trained First Aiders on the vessel are and alert them if an injury occurs.
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The Merchant Shipping Act 1894 requires skipper / owner of a vessel to report all accidents
however slight. Marine Institute personnel must report all injuries however slight and insure
that they are adequately treated.



Record all injuries.

All MI staff must bring First Aid Kits on board vessels as part of their basic sea survival equipment.
Contractors are responsible for their own safety equipment. Sea Sickness
Most people who go to sea will suffer from sea/motion sickness at one time or another resulting in
the reduction of alertness and an adverse effect on judgement. Travel sickness tablets are available
and some people find that these help, however a number of other practices should be kept in mind if
suffering from seasickness:



If sick at sea, lying down on ones back will give relief and the chances of faster recovery will
be increased.



Taking fresh air on deck generally helps. Leaning over the side never does and should always
be avoided.



Alert a crew member to your illness, never hide away.



Fatty oily foods should be avoided, as the stomach will be especially sensitive. Instead food,
which is easy to swallow, should be eaten. Strong odours from foods and from, for example
diesel, should be avoided when suffering from seasickness if at all possible.



It should be remembered that after vomiting one feels immediately better, this may lead to a
false sense of well being as further bouts of nausea may occur and one must be aware of this.
For this reason food should be taken after being sick and work should be carried out at a less
energetic pace to five the body a chance to recover.



A lot of water should be consumed to prevent dehydration.

Smoking
Vessels will have no smoking areas such as the engine room and this rule is to be strictly observed.
Cigarettes should be extinguished in ashtrays only and ashtrays must only be emptied into metal
litterbins.

Weather Check
Always ensure that you have received a forecast of weather conditions in the area before going out
to sea. The suitability of weather and sea conditions must be assessed in terms of the most hazardous
part of the operation. If staff have any doubts about their ability to work safely in the prevailing
conditions they should not go to sea if already at sea they should curtail the work. When working
under adverse weather conditions extra care should be taken.

Concerns Over Safety
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If staff have any concerns about their safety they should voice them to their superiors who will then
inform the Institute Safety Officer. An employee shall not be expected to carry out any work, which
he/she believes is contrary to this code, or anything, which he/she believes will endanger the lives of
himself, his colleagues, or any other person.

If, when boarding a vessel an individual has ANY reason to believe that the vessel is unsafe he/she
should not board.

Personal Protective Equipment
Body heat will be lost very quickly in the sea. A person not wearing the recommended clothing and
Person Protective Equipment is unlikely to survive for more than one hour in the water. If core body
heat falls by 2 degrees the victim will contract hypothermia. It is therefore vital that personnel wear
the recommended Personal Protective Equipment in order to increase the chances of survival if such
a situation arises.
It is the responsibility of every sea user to take care of his/her own Personal Protective Equipment and
use it only for the purposes for which it was intended. Any person who knowingly allows his/her
Personal Protective Equipment to be damaged will be required to replace the damaged item(s).
The basic equipment for survival in the water includes:

Life Jacket: This is the single most important item of Personal Protective Equipment and a
suitable lifejacket is to be worn while on deck on board fishing vessels. Its importance lies in the fact
that it



Keeps you afloat without swimming



Keeps head out of water

Life jackets should be stored in a ventilated locker and gas cylinders should be checked before going
to sea.
275N Lifejackets are optimal (see below).

Wessex abandonment suit. This should be kept on standby for an abandon boat scenario. It
is an enclosed single piece waterproof garment to be worn over warm clothing and normal footwear.
A recommended lifejacket should be worn over the suit. It is designed to exclude water during
immersion at sea. Seals are in place to ensure that no water enters the suit. Gloves and a hood provide
insulation. Inspections of suits should be performed regularly.

Deck suits provide floatation and insulation and should be worn when working on deck. The
suit will delay hypothermia on immersion and provides thermal protection against cold water shock.
When using the suit in an emergency it is important that you



Do up all the zips
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Tighten the belt. Upon falling into the water WAIT for about one minute to allow your
breathing to calm
Tighten the suits traps
Put up your hood and turn your back to the waves
Stay as still as possible

Clothing
In the event of an abandon ship situation put on as many layers of warm clothing (preferably wool)
as you find with an anorak or oil skin as an outer layer. It is vital that you should keep your
abandonment suit close to you at all times, it is likely to be the difference between life and death.
If it becomes necessary to abandon ship into the water, extra clothing will reduce the effects of cold
shock, which may otherwise provide to be disabling or even fatal. A waterproof layer can prevent such
severe loss of body heat. Entering the water slowly rather than very suddenly will also lessen the
changes of developing cold shock. Once in the water body heat will be lost very quickly. Methods of
conservation of body heat include:



Keeping your head out of the water



Refraining from swimming unless you are sure you will reach the shore



Refraining from removing any clothing

Even if abandoning the craft into a life raft extra layers of clothing will conserve body heat until the
rescue takes place.

Personal Locator Beacons (PLB). All Fisheries Assessment Analysts have been provided with
PLBs and should be trained in their use. They may prove invaluable in the event of a Man Overboard
situation.

Non‐slip boots should be worn when working on the open deck, whether at sea or in harbour,
in all hatches or elsewhere, wherever there is a risk of water, oil, diesel or fish‐oils on the decks, when
working in the vicinity of wires or winches, or when lifting heavy loads.
Extra safety precautions can be taken if it is believed prudent to so, so long as such measures do not
increase safety risks in other respects.
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4.2. Sea Safety Gear at FEAS
The following is an inventory of the sea safety gear to be used by FEAS analysts whilst in the field:



EPIRBs (Electronic Position Indicator Radio Beacon): LDT 126 distress beacon (24081).
Powerful transmission on 121.5 MHz, lightweight distress beacon powered by a replaceable
battery pack



COSALT ELITE twin chambered inflatable lifejackets with full splash hood and crutch straps
(275 Newton with automatic inflation, approved by the Marine safety Agency)



Inflated by 60g disposable carbon dioxide cylinders, firing pins allow for automatic inflation
on immersion



CREWSAVER crewfit lifejackets inflated by 30g disposable carbon dioxide cylinders, firing
pins allow for automatic inflation on immersion



WESSEX suits – non insulated immersion suits – complies fully with the solas and department
of transport (Marine Safety Agency) regulations for an immersion suit




X4 MULLION suits: a superior multi‐purpose flotation suit,
Steel toe‐capped wellingtons – waterproof, protective and ridged soled

It is the responsibility of every individual to read up on all aspects of safety at sea, on the pier side etc.
and be well versed in donning their safety gear – there is no point in having very efficient safety
equipment if people are unaware as to how to use them properly!

4.3. Contractors
All FEAS sea going contractors are issued with a PLB which is registered to them. All other PPE must
be supplied by the contractor.
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4.4. Who’s At Sea
The Marine Institute has a safety data base which will automatically update details of ‘who’s at sea’
This will be activated by samplers sending a text to a dedicated number and the details will then be
uploaded on to a database on the Marine Institute’s Website. In case of emergency there will be
numerous people who will have access to this data base and can help co‐ordinate emergency services
if necessary.
This will be used for all personnel who are going to sea on Commercial vessels and who will be carrying
Personal Locator Beacons.

Samplers Text Formats
A valid sampler trip departure is the following format:

Vessel Name/Departure Port/Fishing Grounds/Estimated Days at Sea
For example (valid trip departure text):

myboat/galway/aran/10
This departure text from a sampler will mean:
Vessel: Myboat
Departure Port: galway
Fishing Grounds: Aran
Estimated Days at Sea: 10
The sampler will receive a confirmation text. If the sampler does not receive this text try again as
sometimes there are network issues. If the sampler does not get through after a number of attempts
then details should be sent to the catch sampling coordinator who can manually upload the details of
the samplers departure.
Upon return of the fishing trip the sampler will need to text: return
All text messages will need to be sent to:

0044 7797801718

It is imperative for safety that all samplers send this text message on departure using the above format
taking care of spacing etc. No other additional text or spaces should be added to this message or else
it will come back as an error. The best thing to do would be to save it as a draft in your text messages.
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5. Appendices
5.1. Demersal sampling sheets
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(2)

/

C R UIS E C O D E

/

HAUL SHEET

Page No.

/

HAUL Number
GEA R C OD E
M E S H S IZ E ( C O D

MM

EN D )

S UC C E S S C O D E
IC E S D IV IS IO N *
F IS H IN G G R O UN D *
T IM E S H O T

24 Hr CLK

D EP T H SH OT

METRES

LA T S H O T *

NORTH

LO N G S H O T *

WEST

:
°
°

24 Hr CLK

D E P T H H A ULE D

METRES

LA T H A ULE D *

NORTH

LO N G H A ULE D *

WEST

°
°

H A UL D A T E *

/

Yes

Bird Bycatch (tick √ )

:

/

/

´
´

°
°

NO

Yes

NO

Yes

Yes

NO

Yes

e.g. endangered sharks/ tuna
Decomposed carcass (tick √ )

Yes

NO

´
´

°
°

NO

Yes

NO

Yes
Yes

/

´
´

°
°

NO

Yes

NO

Yes

NO

/

´
´

NO
NO

Yes

NO
Not Observed

NO

Yes

/

/

Not Observed

Yes

NO
Not Observed

Not Observed

Not Observed

:

Not Observed

NO

Yes

´
´

/

Not Observed
NO

Yes

/

/

Not Observed
NO

Yes

:

°
°

Not Observed

Not Observed
NO

Not Observed

/

´
´

/

Not Observed

Not Observed
Yes

/

/

Not Observed

Not Observed
PET Bycatch (tick √ )

:

:

°
°

Not Observed

Not Observed

Reptile Bycatch (tick √ )

´
´

/

Not Observed
Yes

Mammal Bycatch (tick √ )

:

°
°

´
´

/

SH OOT D A T E
T IM E H A ULE D

:

NO

Yes

Not Observed

NO
Not Observed

WIN D D IR E C T IO N & F O R C E
S E A S T A T E / S W E LL D I R / S W E LL

G R O UN D T Y P E
B ULK C A T C H
T O T A L R E T A IN E D
CATCH

UNITS*

UNITS*

UN WA N T E D C A T C H
S A M P LE D

UNITS*

WA N T E D C A T C H
S A M P LE D

UNITS*

*NOTES:

ICES division : Where m os t of haul was carried out, eg. Vlla. Fis hing ground: Where m os t of the haul was carried out. Pleas e com plete only
where haul took place in a 'recognis ed' fis hing ground.
Haul date : At tim e of hauling (m idnight is written as 00.00). Latitude and longitude written as follows : 51 53.30' N and 006 29.50' W i.e.
Degrees and decim alised m inutes
Define units : Box or Kgs (Note unles s otherwise s tated we as sume 1 Box = 40 kg)
Useful Conversion : Fathom s x 1.82 = Metres
Bycatch = Any organis m that com es in contact with the gear during fis hing operation either collected on deck or falling out during
hauling.
NB: If "YES" s elected in Bird/Cetacean/Reptile/Other or Decom posed Carcass field the s pecific details m ust be filled overleaf
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Haul Success Codes
Code

Description
1
2
3
4

Successful - Fish Measured
Foul - Fish Measured or Negative Unwanted Catc h

Successful - No Fish Measured
Foul - No Fish measured

BYCATCH *

Haul No.

Bird Bycatch observed
(list species below)

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

Mammal Bycatch
observed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

Reptile Bycatch observed
No. Released Live
(list species below)

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

PET Species Bycatch
observed

Decomposing Carcass
(not killed by vessel
Observed (tick √)

Haul No.

No. Released Live

Bird
Y

N

Mammal
Y

N

PET
Y

N

Reptile
Y

N

Bird
Y

N

Mammal
Y

Haul No.

Haul No.

N

PET
Y

N

Reptile
Y

N

Bird
Y

N

Mammal
Y

N

PET
Y

N

Reptile
Y

N

Bird
Y

N

Mammal
Y

N

PET
Y

N

Reptile
Y

N

Species (Describe below if
Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number
necessary)

Bycatch: Birds, Mammals,Reptiles or PET Species (Landed on deck)
Species

Haul
No.

Length

Sex

Sample brought ashore for DNA analysis
Sample Number:(cruisecode plus number)
Bird=Bag+Tag
Mammal= Biopsy sample (skin + blubber)

Photograph
Record Photo file name,
ie "IMG_234.jpg"

Loca tion ca ught in N e t

Comments:
* Bycatch = Any organism that comes in contact with the gear during fishing operation, either collected on deck or falling out during hauling.
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RETAINED CATCH TALLY SHEET
C R UIS E C O D E

Unit s

H a u l:
S pe c ie s

R e t e nt io n C o de

G ra de

C o ndit io n G / R

B OX

KG s

H a u l:
CF

QT Y

To ta l

CF

Page No.

O t he r ( s pe c if y)

H a u l:
QT Y

To ta l

CF

H a u l:
QT Y

To ta l

CF

QT Y

To ta l

T O T A L LA N D IN G S

Com ments:

Retention code: (L) - landings; (OL) - obligation landings ;

Landings‐ wanted landings ie landings as per current fishing regulations
Obligation Landings‐ landings arising as a result of the Landings Obligation regulation ie quota species fish
that may be above and or below the MCRS
Grade-as described in manual

Fish Grade Description

Ungraded, Small, Medium, Large, Small Medium, Large Medium
Nephrops Grade Description

0‐5, 5‐10, 10‐15, 15‐20, 20‐30, 30‐40, 40‐50, 50‐60, Tails, Females
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Common Raising Factors. (See manual f or complete list)

Angler (Bud\Pisc)
Angler (Tails Only)
Black sole
Cod
Haddock
Hake
John Dory
Lemon sole

1.22
3
1.04
1.17
1.17
1.11
1.125
1.05

Ling
Megrim
Nephrops Tailed
Plaice
Ray
Saithe FSS:
Whiting
Witch

1.14
1.06
3
1.07
1.15
FAT 1.19
3
1.18
1.05

UNWANTED CATCH MEASURED ONLY SHEET
Cruise Code

H aul No.

Quantity*

H a v e yo u m e a s u re d a ll t h e f is h o f a p a rt ic u la r s p e c ie s f o r t h is h a u l? ( P le a s e Tic k)
Yes

Len. Spe cie s:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

U nits
% N on Fish D iscards

No

Tot. Le n. Species:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Page No.

Tot. Len. Specie s:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Len. Specie s:

Tot.

Len. Specie s:

Len. Specie s:

%

Bre akdown of Non Fish Discards
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* Examp l e
Q uant it y

40

U nit s

Kg

% N o n F ish D i scar d s

P lease tick "yes" if all o f the fish o f a particular species were measured fo r the haul.
1/2 cm: Sprat, Herring, B o arfish

Sex: Elasmo branchs and M egrim

UNITs - Boxes or KGs

Identify M o nk :B ud o r P is

Do no t measure Nephro ps discards

15

WANTED CATCH MEASURED ONLY SHEET
Cruise Code

Haul N o.

Quantity*

H a v e yo u m e a s u re d a ll t h e f is h o f a p a rt ic u la r s p e c ie s f o r t h is h a u l? ( P le a s e Tic k)
No

Yes

Len. Species:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

T ot. Len. Species:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Page No.

U nits

Presentation

Grade

T ot. Len. Species:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Len. Species:

Len. Species:

Len. Species:

Len. Species:
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* Examp le
Quant it y

40

U nit s

Kg

Pr esent at io n

G

Gr ad e

U

PRESENTATION refers to t he state of the f ish, ie. gut ted (G) or round (R); UNITS - Boxes or KGs ; GRADE - eg. " S" ," M " ," L " or " U" f or ungraded

P lease tick "yes" if all o f the fish o f a particular species were measured fo r the haul.

1/2 cm: Sprat, Herring, Boarfish

Sex: Elasmobranc hs and Megrim

Identify Monk :Bud or Pis

T ot.

5.2. Set Net sampling Sheets
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______ / ______ / ______ / ______

C R UIS E C O D E

S e t N e t D isca rd D a ta she e t

(2)HAUL SHEET PAGE NO.

HAUL NUMBER
GEA R CODE
P A NEL LENGTH
NUM B ER P A NELS P ER STRING
M ESH SIZE

MM

NUM B ER OF M ESHES DEEP

Inner

Outer

Inner

Outer

Inner

Outer

Inner

Outer

Inner

Outer

Inner

Outer

Inner

Outer

Inner

Outer

SUCCESS CODE
ICES DIVISION*
FISHING GROUND*
TIM E SHOT

:

24 Hr CLK

/

SHOOT DA TE
DEP TH SHOT

METRES

LA T B uo y 1

NORTH

LONG B uo y 1

WEST

TIM E HA ULED

24 Hr CLK

°
°

DEP TH HA ULED

METRES

LA T B uo y 2

NORTH

LONG B uo y 2

WEST

/
´
´

°
°

/

/

°
°

´
´

:
/

HA UL DA TE*

:

:
/

°
°

/
´
´

/

´
´

:
/

/

°
°

:
/

°
°

´
´

/

°
°

´
´

:
/

:
/

/
´
´

/

°
°

´
´

B ird B ycatch (tick √)

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

M a m m a l B ycatch (tick √)

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

P E T B ycatch (tick √)

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

R e pt ile B ycatch (tick √)

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

D e c o m po s e d carcass (tick √)

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Yes

NO

Not Observerd

Not Observerd

WIND DIRECTION & FORCE
SEA STA TE/ SWELL DIR/ SWELL
GROUND TYP E
B ULK C A T C H

UNITS*

SEA L DA M A GE DISCA RDS

UNITS*

INVERTEB RA TE DA M A GED DIS.

UNITS*

TOTA L RETA INED CA TCH

UNWA NTED CA TCH SA M P LED
WA NTED CA TCH SA M P LED

UNITS*
Tot al
regardless
of t ype

UNITS*
UNITS*

*NOTES: ICES div ision : Where most of haul was carried out, eg. Vlla. Fishing ground: Where most of the haul was carried out. Please complete only where haul took place in a

'recognised' f ishing ground.
Haul date : At time of hauling (midnight is written as 00.00). Latitude and longitude written as f ollows : 51 53.30' N and 006 29.50' W
Def ine units : Box or Kgs (Note unless otherwise stated we assume 1 Box = 40 kg)
1.82 = Metres

Usef ul Conv ersion : Fathoms x

Please use back of thi s page for addi tional comments

Seal Damage = Damage characterised by * removal of part or the entire visceral cavity
* large V shaped bites
* removal of all or part of the body incl. the visceral cavity
* removal of fish skin.
Bycatch = Any organism that comes in contact with the gear during fishing operation either collected on deck or falling out
during hauling.
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NB: If "YES" selected in Bird/Cetacean/Reptile or Decomposed Carcass field the specific details must be filled overleaf.

Haul Success Codes
Code Description
1 Successful - Fish Measured
2 Foul - Fish Measured or Negative Unwanted
Catch
3 Successful - No Fish Measured
4 Foul - No Fish measured

BYCATCH *

Haul No.

Bird Bycatch observed
(list species below)

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

Mammal Bycatch
observed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

Reptile Bycatch observed
No. Released Live
(list species below)

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

PET Species Bycatch
observed

Decomposing Carcass
(not killed by vessel
Observed (tick √)

Haul No.

No. Released Live

Bird
Y

N

Mammal
Y

N

PET
Y

N

Reptile
Y

N

Bird
Y

N

Haul No.

Mammal
Y

N

PET
Y

N

Reptile
Y

N

Bird
Y

N

Haul No.

Mammal
Y

N

PET
Y

N

Reptile
Y

N

Bird
Y

N

Mammal
Y

N

PET
Y

N

Reptile
Y

N

Species (Describe below if
Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number
necessary)

Bycatch: Birds, Mammals,Reptiles or PET Species (Landed on deck)
Species

Haul
No.

Length

Sex

Sample brought ashore for DNA analysis
Sample Number:(cruisecode plus number)
Bird=Bag+Tag
Mammal= Biopsy sample (skin + blubber)

Photograph
Record Photo file name,
ie "IMG_234.jpg"

Loca tion ca ught in N e t

Comments:
* Bycatch = Any organism that comes in contact with the gear during fishing operation, either collected on deck or falling out during hauling.
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3

C R UIS E C O D E

Unit s

H a u l:
S pe c ie s

R e t e nt io n C o de

G ra de

Page No.

RETAINED CATCH TALLY SHEET

C o ndit io n G / R

B OX

KG s

O t he r ( s pe c if y)

H a u l:
CF

QT Y

To ta l

H a u l:
CF

QT Y

To ta l

H a u l:
CF

QT Y

To ta l

CF

QT Y

To ta l

T OT A L

Com ments:

Retention code: (L) - landings; (OL) - obligation landings ;

Landings‐ wanted landings ie landings as per current fishing regulations
Obligation Landings‐ landings arising as a result of the Landings Obligation regulation ie quota species fish
that may be above and or below the MCRS
Grade-as described in manual

Fish Grade Description

Ungraded, Small, Medium, Large, Small Medium, Large Medium
Nephrops Grade Description

0‐5, 5‐10, 10‐15, 15‐20, 20‐30, 30‐40, 40‐50, 50‐60, Tails, Females
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Common Raising Factors. (See manual f or complete list)

Angler (Bud\Pisc)
Angler (Tails Only)
Black sole
Cod
Haddock
Hake
John Dory
Lemon sole

1.22
Ling
3
Megrim
1.04 Nephrops Tailed
1.17
Plaice
1.17
Ray
FSS:
1.11
Saithe
1.125
Whiting
1.05
Witch

1.17
1.06
3
1.07
1.15
FAT
1.193
1.18
1.05

Cruise
Code

/

S pe cie s

H a ul
e.g. 1
e.g. 1

√
√

/

Ca ra pa ce
Le ngth

mm
116
127

Date

/

E ggs

Sex

F
√

M
√

/

/

R e ta ine d

Please √ appropriate box
Be low
MLS

V notch

Ca ra pa ce
T a gge d D a ma ge d

Y e s N o S ta ge * Y e s N o Y e s N o Y e s N o Y e s N o Y e s
√
3
√
√
√
√
√

*Lobster Stage 1 = Eggs all black
Egg
Stage 2 = Some eggs have light half

P a ge N o.

Stage 3 = Eyed eggs (black spot visible)
Stage 4 = Eggs are brown

No

S he ll Condition

N o.
N o.
limbs
cla ws
missing missing
2
1

Cle a n

Minor
Fouling

( no
set t lement
o n shell)

( so me
o r g anisms
set t led )

√

√

H= Hatched (remnants of eggs left post
spawning)
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√

H e a vy
Fouling
( >3 0 %
set t elment )

(4 & 5)

MEASURED ONLY SHEET-Damage Discards

C R U IS E C OD E

Q ua nt it y*

Le n. Spe cies:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Unit s

Haul No.
Pre se ntation

Type

Tot. Le n. Spe cie s:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Page No.

Seal Damage
Invertebrate Damage
Tot. Le n. Count of damage d fish
e .g. Cod heads
Cod Tails

Tot.
7
3

Le n. Specie s:

Le n. Specie s:

Le n. Specie s:

Comme nts

* Examp le
u
Grade
1
Box
P re s e nt a t io n
G
Ty p e
Discards
Quant it y
U nit s
PRESENTATION refers to the state of the fish, ie. gutted (G) or round (R); TYPE refers to the source of the sample, ie. Discard (D), Landing (L); UNITs - Boxes or KGs
FSS: FAT 4 & 5
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(4 & 5)

Haul No.

C R U IS E C OD E

Q ua nt it y*

Len. Species:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Page no.

UNWANTED CATCH MEASURED ONLY SHEET

Unit s

Pre sentation

Type

Tot. Len. Species:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

D

% NFD

Tot. Len. Specie s:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Len. Specie s:

Tot.

Len. Specie s:

Len. Specie s:

Breakdown of Non Fish Discards

%

* Examp le
u
Grade
1
Box
G
Discards
Q uant it y
U ni t s
P re s e nt a t i o n
Ty p e
PRESENTATION ref ers t o the st ate of the f ish, ie. gut ted (G) or round (R); TYPE ref ers to t he source of t he sample, ie. Discard (D), Landing (L); UNITs - Boxes or KGs
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FSS: FAT 4 & 5

(4 & 5)

Haul No.

C R U IS E C OD E

Q ua nt it y*

Le n. Spe cie s:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Page no.

WANTED CATCH MEASURED ONLY SHEET

Unit s

Pre se ntation

Type

Tot. Le n. Spe cie s:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

L

Grade

Tot. Le n. Spe cie s:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Le n. Spe cie s:

Tot.

Le n. Spe cie s:

Le n. Spe cie s:
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* Examp le
u
Grade
1
Box
G
Discards
P re s e nt a t io n
Ty p e
Q uant it y
U nit s
PRESENTATION refers to the state of the fish, ie. gutted (G) or round (R); TYPE ref ers to the source of the sample, ie. Discard (D), Landing (L); UNITs - Boxes or KGs
FSS: FAT 4 & 5

5.3. Pelagic Sampling Sheets
Trip Code PEL/____ /____ /___
Region Code
Vessel Name *

Partner Name *

Vessel Port Code *

Partner Port Code *

Gear type *

Gear type *

Vessel Log Sheet ID *

Partner Log Sheet ID *

Please note that fields with an * must be filled on all sheets
Sampler

Net Dimensions
OTB Trawl

Departure

Pair Trawl

Length

(m)

(m)

Date

Depth

(m)

(m)

Time (24hr)

Horizontal Opening

(m)

(m)

Port

Vertical Opening

(m)

(m)

Circunference

(m)

(m)

/

/
:

Return
/

/
:

Target Species

Trip Comments

(Survey Narative)

By Catch samples collected and delivered to ______________________________________________
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Trip Code *

PEL/_____/_____/_____

Sampler
No of sheets

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´

/

/

:

°

´

°

´
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Processing

Pumping

Knocked
Out

Hauling

Haul No.

Fishing

Longitude

(Please tick √ one only)
Shooting

Latitude

Searching

Time

E
or
W Speed Course

Steaming

Date

N
or
S

Activity

Vessel

Dodging

Position

of

Trip Code *

PEL/_____/_____/_____

Sampler
No of sheets

of

Haul No *
Date *
Depth (m)
Temp at Headline (°C)

Targeted Fish

(i.e. Herring, M ackerel, Sprat etc)

Please note
Null = not ob served
Yes = Affirmative to question
No = Negative to question
Fish scattered *

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

Fish in distinct school *

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

No of boats targeting same school
Estimated size of school (before shooting) t
Fishing Operation

Number of other vessels within 0-1nm
Number of other vessels within 1 - 3nm
Number of other vessels within 3 - 6nm
Number of other vessels within 6 - 12nm
Number of other vessels within 12-18nm
Depth of trawl headline (m)
Catch Escaped

Burst bag *

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

Fish escaped under net *

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

Fish escaped through net damage *

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

Yes

No

Null

due to weight of fish Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

due to contact with bottom Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

due to other reason Yes
reason

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Trip Code *

Sampler
No of sheets

PEL/_____/_____/_____

of

Haul No *
Date *

CATCH *
Retained

Discarded

Partner
Discarded

Vessel
Retained

Discarded

Retained

Retained

Retained

Partner
Discarded

Vessel

Discarded

Partner
Discarded

Please fill according to species

Vessel
Retained

Est amount fish
retained and/or discarded (tonnes)
Albacore Tuna
Blue whiting
Boarfish
Herring
Horse Mackerel
Mackerel
Sprat
Other (please specify)

If Data not available (Please tick √)
YES
Incidental By Catch

NO

Not
Obser
ved

YES

NO

Not
Obser
ved

All incidences of Incidental by-catch to be noted on separate sheet
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YES

NO

Not
Obser
ved

BYCATCH *

Haul No.

Bird Bycatch observed
(list species below)

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

Mammal Bycatch
observed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

Reptile Bycatch observed
No. Released Live
(list species below)

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

No. Released Live

No. Killed

PET Species Bycatch
observed

Decomposing Carcass
(not killed by vessel
Observed (tick √)

Haul No.

No. Released Live

Bird
Y

N

Mammal
Y

N

PET
Y

N

Reptile
Y

N

Bird
Y

N

Haul No.

Mammal
Y

N

PET
Y

N

Reptile
Y

N

Bird
Y

N

Haul No.

Mammal
Y

N

PET
Y

N

Reptile
Y

N

Bird
Y

N

Mammal
Y

N

PET
Y

N

Reptile
Y

N

Species (Describe below if
Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number
necessary)

Bycatch: Birds, Mammals,Reptiles or PET Species (Landed on deck)
Species

Haul
No.

Length

Sex

Sample brought ashore for DNA analysis
Sample Number:(cruisecode plus number)
Bird=Bag+Tag
Mammal= Biopsy sample (skin + blubber)

Photograph
Record Photo file name,
ie "IMG_234.jpg"

Loca tion ca ught in N e t

Comments:
* Bycatch = Any organism that comes in contact with the gear during fishing operation, either collected on deck or falling out during hauling.
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NOTE

To be recorded each day at

Trip Code *

PEL/_____/_____/_____

Sampler

00:00hrs Midnight

No of sheets

of

06:00hrs 6am
12:00hrs Mid day
18:00hrs 6pm

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
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Gear
Processing

Pumping

Knocked Out

Hauling

(Please tick √)

Fishing

Shooting

Searching

´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´
´

Steaming

°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

Nationality

Activity

Dodging

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Your Longitude

>12nm

Latitude

6-12nm

Your

Vessel Name
Please list as "unkown" if unable to
identify

3-6nm

Time

E
or
W

Radar Range (√)

1-3nm

Date

N
or
S

Nearby Vessels

0-1 nm

Position

PELAGIC OBSERVER SCHEME MACKEREL/SCAD/BLUE WHITING/Tuna AGED
SPECIES

SIZE CATEGORY

DATE

G/R

DIVISION

SAMPLING LOCATION

COMMENTS

GEAR

SHEET

SAMP INIT
REC INIT

LANDED

GROUND

TRIP CODE

* PEL/____ / ____ / ____
Aged Sample

Length

Aged Measured component of aged
Tally
sample
No

Length

Weight

Sex & Maturity Age No

0

1

51

1

2

52

2

3

53

3

4

54

4

5

55

5

6

56

6

7

57

7

8

58

8

9

59

9

10

60

0

11

61

1

12

62

2

13

63

3

14

64

4

15

65

5

16

66

6

17

67

7

18

68

8

19

69

9

20

70

0

21

71

1

22

72

2

23

73

3

24

74

4

25

75

5

26

76

6

27

77

7

28

78

8

29

79

9

30

80

0

31

81

1

32

82

2

33

83

3

34

84

4

35

85

5

36

86

6

37

87

7

38

88

8

39

89

9

40

90

0

41

91

1

42

92

2

43

93

3

44

94

4

45

95

5

46

96

6

47

97

7

48

98

8

49

99

9

50

100

90

Length

Weight

Sex & Maturity Age

Mackerel/Scad/Blue whiting/Tuna Measured
Species

Division

Haul Wt

Gear

Date
Landings
Discards
Length
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

Trip code

Only Sheet
* PEL / ____ / ____ / _____

Haul no.

Ground
Please √
Please √

Sampler name
Recorder name

Sample Weight
Raising factor
Measured only
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Total

PELAGIC OBSERVER SCHEME HERRING
SPECIES

SIZE CATEGORY

DATE

AGED SHEET

DIVISION

G/R

SAMPLING LOCATION

COMMENTS

GEAR

SAMP INIT
REC INIT

LANDED

GROUND

TRIP CODE

* PEL/______ / ______ / ________

Aged Sample
Length
0

Aged Measured component of aged
Tally
sample
No

Length

Weight

1

Sex & Maturity Age No
51

0.5

2

52

1

3

53

1.5

4

54

2

5

55

2.5

6

56

3

7

57

3.5

8

58

4

9

59

4.5

10

60

5

11

61

5.5

12

62

6

13

63

6.5

14

64

7

15

65

7.5

16

66

8

17

67

8.5

18

68

9

19

69

9.5

20

70

0

21

71

0.5

22

72

1

23

73

1.5

24

74

2

25

75

2.5

26

76

3

27

77

3.5

28

78

4

29

79

4.5

30

80

5

31

81

5.5

32

82

6

33

83

6.5

34

84

7

35

85

7.5

36

86

8

37

87

8.5

38

88

9

39

89

9.5

40

90

0

41

91

0.5

42

92

1

43

93

1.5

44

94

2

45

95

2.5

46

96

3

47

97

3.5

48

98

4

49

99

4.5

50

100

92

Length

Weight

Sex & Maturity Age

Herring/Sprat/boarfish Measured Only
Species

Division

Haul Wt

Gear

Length
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5

* PEL / ____ / ____ / _____

Haul no.
Ground

Date
Landings
Discards

Trip code

Please √

Raising factor

Please √

Measured only

93

Sampler name
Recorder name
Total

5.4. Equipment checklist

WORK RELATED
Small measuring board
1 M measuring board
Oilskins (top and bottoms)
Wellingtons
Heavy duty gloves
Household gloves
Sampling equipment i.e. knives ,any biopsy kits
Clipboards (x3‐ one for haul sheet, one unwanted catch
measured Only sheet and one for wanted catch measured
only sheet.)
Data sheets
PLB
fish box (no holes for bringing samples back to port)
Immersion suit
Life Jacket
Protective sleeves
Stationery
Survival suit
Wellingtons (steel toe‐capped)
I.D. book and laminated i.d.sheets
Calculator
Small Notebook to keep in oilskins pocket
Head Torch –good in emergency situation
Small Box for keeping A4 sheets in
Bycatch Biopsy kit
Don’t forget to bring this manual!
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PERSONAL
Rucksack
Sleeping bag
Pillow & Pillow case
Sheet
Non‐deck footwear
Flash lamp or Head Torch (see above)
Alarm clock
Plastic bags
Toilet roll
Cool drinks
Crackers / Fruit
Towel
Book
Layers of clothes
Tracksuit bottoms
Hat
Toiletries
Baby Wipes
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5.5. Code of Practice for At‐Sea Sampling
This applies to all FEAS staff and contractors seeking to carry out sampling trips on board commercial
vessels.
 All at‐sea samplers, including Marine Institute staff, and contract staff must complete the
mandatory sea survival and safety awareness on board ship training courses prior to carrying
out any trips on commercial vessels. Contractors must have adequate insurance before
embarking on a trip.


The industry liaison team leader will arrange the trip with the vessel owner/skipper and the
sampler should confirm with the skipper that it is ok before getting on board.



The sampler will ensure that the sampling protocols to be carried out on the trip are clearly
explained to the skipper prior to going to sea and will ensure that all parties understand the
types of data to be recorded. The at‐sea sampling protocols manual should be made available
for the skipper during the trip.



Sampler will record a minimum of 75% of the valid hauls. The sampler must agree the hauls
to be sampled with the skipper. The sampler needs to be aware of the Working Time Directive
and that adequate hours of rest are taken during any one 24 hour period.



Estimates of marketable fish and Landing Obligation fish from each haul must be obtained
from consultation with the skipper or his representative. Under no circumstances should the
sampler estimate this component of the catch without prior consultation.



Confidentiality of the trip details and fishing operations must be maintained and not shared
with third parties on social or any other media.

 Before departing, the sampler should inform Helen McCormick or the assigned sampling co‐
ordinator of the date and time of departure, predicted date and time of return, and the vessel
details using the Who’s@sea text system.


The sampler will ensure that he/she has all the mandatory personal protective equipment
(PPE) on board with him/her and will ensure that the appropriate PPE is worn at all times.



The sampler will familiarise him/herself with the vessel and ensure that they are aware of any
off limits areas, and must comply with the ships health and safety regulations whilst on board.
When on board he/she should familiarise themselves with the layout of the vessel, location
of lifeboats and read any standing instructions or safety manuals which are on board. They
should also adhere to any safety instruction from the crew.



The sampler must inform the skipper if any potential health and safety risks are identified
whilst on board.



A safe working space will be agreed between the skipper and the sampler, to ensure the safety
of the sampler and also to minimise any possible impacts on the daily operations of the vessel.



A copy of FEAS Wheel house guide should be left on board following completion of the trip.



On return, the sampler should inform Helen McCormick of their arrival to port using the
Who’s@sea text system.
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5.6. Measurement protocol for Fish, Skates, Rays, Squid, Nephrops and Brown Crab
Demersal, Rays, Skate and Pelagic: Total Length




Measurements are taken from the tip of the nose to the end of the tail.
Demersal Fish, Rays and Skates : total length to the nearest cm below, i.e. 31.2 cm is
recorded as 31cm, 35.7 is recorded as 35cm
Pelagic Fish: Total length to the nearest cm below, except for Herring, Sprat and
Boarfish which are to the nearest ½ cm below, i.e. sprat 15.4cm is recorded as 15cm,
sprat 16.7cm is recorded as 16.5cm

Squid: Mantle length


Measurements are taken along the length of the mantle and are recorded to the
nearest cm below
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Nephrops; Carapace Length.


Nephrops: Measurements are taken from the back of the eye socket to the back of
the carapace using the calipers, measurements are noted to the nearest mm below.
i.e 31.7 mm is recorded as 31mm



Brown Crab: Carapace Width



Brown Crab: Measurements taken across the widest part of the shell to the nearest
mm below
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5.7. Measurement protocol for deepwater species
Due to the great variety of body shapes of deep‐water fish species and the fragility of their tails and
fins some species are not measured to total length. The majority of species encountered during the
deepwater surveys are measured to the centimetre below using total length as the length
qualifier (TL) see diagram directly above). There are however some exceptions. Listed below are the
species groupings that are not measured using total length complete with details of the length
measurement collected for each.
Smoothheads and Searsids (Alepocephalidae and Searsidae)
SL‐Standard Length. Measurement from the tip of snout/anterior point of head to the end of the
fleshy caudal peduncle. Not to be confused with TL which includes the caudal fin rays. All smoothheads
and searsids are measured to the nearest whole cm below.

Figure 5.7.1. Measurement of Searsids and Alepocephalidae fishes
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Grenadiers (Macrouridae)
PAFL – Pre Anal Fin Length. Measurement taken from the tip of the snout to the first
anal fin ray. See diagram below). All grenadiers are measured to the nearest 0.5 cm below.

Figure 5.7.2. Measurement of grenadiers (Macrourid fish)
Chimaeridae (Rabbitfish)
PSCFL – Pre Supra Caudal Fin Length Applies to all Rabbitfish except Rhinochimaeridae.
(See diagram below). Measured from the tip of the snout to the point just before the start of
the supra caudal fin.

Figure 5.7.4.. Measurement of rabbitfish (except Rhinochimarids)
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5.8. Sexing Elasmobranchs (Sharks, Rays and Skates)
All elasmobranchs, unlike bony fish, practice internal fertilization when reproducing. Therefore they
occur as either male or female. Female sharks have no obvious external reproductive structures,
whilst males have two extensions of the pelvic fin known as claspers. These claspers are used by
males during reproduction to internally fertilise the female sharks.
Male shark with claspers clearly
visible extending behind the pelvic
fins. See footnote regarding juveniles.

Female shark with lack of obvious
external reproductive structures.

Care needs to be taken when sexing juvenile elasmobranchs as the claspers will be very small and
easily missed, particularly with very small dogfish where it is necessary to gently part the pelvic fins
to check for the presence of small claspers.
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5.9. Sexing Megrim

Male
gonad

Female
gonad

Female megrim have a distinctive shadow of the gonad going beyond the gut cavity. This can be see
when the female fish is held up to the light.
Male megrim have a shorter gonad that rarely goes past the gut cavity.
In juvenile megrim it is best to cut the gut cavity to verify the sex as it can be hard to distinguish
using the above method.
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5.10.

By‐Catch Sampling

5.10.1. Introduction
Two framework contracts are in place for bycatch sampling at sea.
a) offshore fisheries under DCF and EMFF MBS (Marine biodiversity scheme) and
b) shellfish and environmental services, targeting primarily inshore fleet and NATURA work on the
inshore fleet.
5.10.2. Recording of Bycatch
Any Bird/Mammal/Reptile/PET/Decomposed organism that comes in contact with the gear during
fishing operation either collected on deck or falling out during hauling can also be recorded on the
HAUL SHEET.
Tick “Yes”, “No” or “Not Observed” as appropriate.
If one of these is observed and "YES" is selected in the Bird/Cetacean/Reptile or Decomposed Carcass
field the specific details must be filled overleaf on the HAUL SHEET.
Record the species of either Birds, Mammals, Reptile or PET species bycatch observed with regards to
number released alive and numbers killed.

Haul No.

BYCATCH *
Bird Bycatch observed
(list species below)

No. Released
Live

No. Killed

Mammal Bycatch observed
(list species below)

No. Released
Live

No. Killed

Reptile Bycatch observed
(list species below)

No. Released
Live

No. Killed

PET Bycatch observed
(list species below)

No. Released
Live

No. Killed

In gill net and hook & line fisheries, please indicate how much of the hauling process has been
observed for large incidental bycatches which never came on board.

Bycatch Landed on Deck
For Bycatch that is killed and landed on deck record the species name, haul number, length and sex of
the individual.
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To bring a bird sample ashore, please put birds into individual bags clearly labelled with the Cruise
code and Haul number. Birds can be difficult to sex on board so it is better if they are bagged to be
brought ashore. Otherwise the sexing of the birds is not mandatory.
To bring a mammal sample ashore please follow the protocols as detailed in the Biopsy protocols****.
Please take photographs of any birds, mammals or reptiles caught and indicate the name of the jpeg
file associated with the specimen.
Also please record the position in the net that the bycatch was found.

Bycatch: Birds, Mammals,Reptiles or PET Species (Landed on deck)
Species

Haul
No.

Length

Sex

Sample brought ashore for DNA analysis
Sample Number:(cruisecode plus number)
Bird=Bag+Tag
Mammal= Biopsy sample (skin + blubber)

Photograph
Record Photo file name,
ie "IMG_234.jpg"

Loca tion ca ught in N e t

Comments:
* Bycatch = Any organism that comes in contact with the gear during fishing operation, either collected on deck or falling out during hauling.

Protected Endangered or Threatened (PET) Species
Under Commission Delegated Decision (EU) 2019/910 of 13 March 2019, it is required that Member
States conduct sampling of endangered species. These species are defined in Table 1D of the Decision.
As it is unlikely that any large mammals, birds or reptiles will be brought ashore, this protocol is
confined to fish species and one mollusc (Ocean quahog).
The list below is a refinement of Table 1D, confined to species likely to turn up in landed catches.
Common name
Twaite shad
Allis shad
Lumpfish
Atlantic halibut
European eel
Atlantic Salmon
Bluefin tuna
Large sharks, skates or rays
Norwegian skate
Undulate ray
Common thresher
White skate
Tope
Bluntnose six‐gilled shark
Shortfin mako shark
Porbeagle
Starry smooth‐hound
Bottlenose skate
Angel shark
Sea lamprey
Ocean quahog

Scientific name
Alosa fallax
Alosa alosa
Cyclopterus lumpus
Hippoglossus hippoglossus
Anguilla anguilla
Salmo salar
Thunnus thynnus
Chondrichthyes
Raja (Dipturus) nidarosiensis
Raja undulata
Alopias vulpinus
Rostroraja alba
Galeorhinus galeus
Hexanchus griseus
Isurus oxyrinchus
Lamna nasus
Mustelus asterias
Rostroraja alba
Squatina squatina
Petromyzon marinus
Arctica islandica
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For the fish species present on the list, please record the number present and take a length
measurement (total length between parallels) per specimen. For ocean quahog, the number present
will be sufficient.

Decomposing Carcass
If “Decomposing Carcass” is caught, describe and the number and species in the Decomposing
Carcass section. A decomposing carcass is differentiated from normal bycatch as it is not
deemed to have been caught during fishing operations.
Decomposing Carcass
(not killed by vessel
Observed (tick √)

Bird
Y

N

Mammal
Y

N

PET
Y

N

Reptile
Y

N

Species (Describe below if
Number Number Number Number
necessary)

Incidental By Catch not boarded
In gill net and hook & line fisheries, please indicate how much of the hauling process has been
observed for large incidental bycatches that never came on board.
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5.10.3. Bycatch Sample Collection Protocol:
1. Wear clean non‐powdered vinyl gloves provided. To avoid cross‐contamination, clean gloves
should be used for each carcass.
2. For birds: Place bird in one of the unlabeled black plastic bags. Fill out the information (see
below) on one of the black labeled bags using a permanent pen and place the bagged bird
inside. Record details on the bycatch record form.
3. Ask crew where it can be stored (in ice or in freezer (preferable)).
4. For cetaceans: Measure the length (in cm) by placing it on its belly and holding the tape
measure down parallel to the carcass in a straight line. Measure the distance between the
notch in the tail fluke and the tip of the upper jaw ‐ record on the bycatch record form.
5. For seals: Place animal on belly and measuring tape parallel to carcass in a straight line.
Measure (in cm) from the tip of the snout to the tip of the tail – record on the bycatch
record form.
6. For cetaceans and seals: For species and sex verification, if possible, take photos of the
animals genital area as well as full side views of cetaceans and head profile pictures for seals.
Determine the sex and record on the bycatch record form.

7. Complete labels on the zip‐lock sample bags (as below) using a permanent pen.
8. Take a sample using the biopsy punch tool immediately in front of dorsal fin for cetaceans,
or from the sternal region on the seal. Push it in far enough so the entire metal end of the
tool is full of blubber when removed – when pulling the tool out of the animal hold it at an
angle and twist it so the entire sample comes out within the tool. Discard and repeat if the
tool is not full ‐ a full cross section of the blubber layer must be obtained with skin attached
to the outer layer, and muscle attached to the inner blubber layer. The tools are sterile
before use so must be handled carefully when sampling in order to avoid cross‐
contamination.
9. Remove the blubber/skin sample with forceps from the biopsy punch tool, place and wrap in
the tin foil (dull side up) square provided and place into the zip‐lock bag you have labeled.
Repeat steps ‐ you should have two biopsy samples per animal. Two aluminum squares each
containing one sample will go into the same plastic bag for the one animal.
10. Disinfect the biopsy tool and forceps between samples in tube of ethanol.
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11. Ask crew where it can be stored (in ice or in freezer (preferable)).
12. When leaving the vessel, place all cetacean and bird samples into your box of iced
fish/nephrops samples coming ashore. Inform the Catch Sampling Manager that you have
samples and they will arrange to have them collected along with your normal samples.
13. If you require any more sampling equipment please contact the Catch Sampling Manager.

Labels on Sample Bags
Cetacean sample
Cruise Code:
Haul Number:
Animal ID:
Date:
Species:
Length:
Sex :
Sample: Skin+ Blubber

Bird sample:
Cruise Code:
Haul Number:
Animal ID:
Date:
Species:
Length:
Sex:
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5.11.

By‐Catch Identification

Auks - A Field ID Guide for the Irish Seabird
By-catch Programme.
All auks are small, short-necked and short-tailed diving seabirds, usually black and white in colour.
They stand upright and have webbed feet. They are very fast flyers. Excellent swimmers and divers,
they are the northern hemisphere equivalent of penguins.

If there is any doubt as to the identification of an individual, return it to shore for ID.

Razorbill, Alca torda
Length: 37-39 cm.

Wide, blunt beak with vertical white stripe on adults
(absent on immatures). Squatter than guillemot. True
black upperparts, white underparts and white ‘armpit’ on
underwing. Black legs.

Photo © Paul Casey

Guillemot Uria aalge
Length: 38-41 cm.

Dagger-like, all dark beak. Dark brown - black
upperparts, white underneath and dusky ‘armpit’ on
underwing. Noticable eyeline indentation when seen up
close. Black legs.

Photo © Paul Casey
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Black guillemot Cepphus grylle
Length: 30-32 cm.

All black, except for white wingpatches (breeding
plumage). Only black seabird with these white patches.
In non-breeding plumage becomes paler/pied looking but
retains black wings with white patches. Bright red legs in
both plumages. Black, sharp bill.

Photo © Hugh Grey

Puffin Fratercula arctica
Length: 26-29 cm.

Black upperparts, white underparts. Unmistakable,
characteristic multicoloured bill (breeding plumage).
Bill becomes smaller and duller in winter/juveniles, but still
very large and noticeable with distinctive shape. Dusky
underwings. Yellow/orange legs.

Photo © Paul Casey

Little auk Alle alle
Length: 17-19 cm.

Smallest of the auks (size of a starling or small thrush).
Unusual winter visitor. Beak much smaller than any other
auk. Can be distinguished from juvenile guillemots and
razorbills by having dark underwings and white
streaks on base of upperwing.

Photo © ajmatthehiddenhouse

All photos are sourced under a Creative Commons (CC) Licence through Flickr.com. All photos remain the copyright of the original
photographers.
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Divers - A Field ID Guide for the Irish Seabird
By-catch Programme.
Divers are about the size of a large duck or small goose, short-tailed, long-necked birds with legs set
very far back along the body, and with webbed feet. Adults have red eyes. They are usually found
close to shore. They look superficially similar to the cormorant family but colouration and beakshape are different. The divers’ beaks are sharp, whilst the cormorants are hooked downwards at
the end. Size is not a reliable guide to identification.

It can be difficult to reliably identify juveniles and winter-plumage birds of this family.

If there is any doubt as to the identification of an individual, return it to shore for ID.

Great Northern diver, Gavia immer
Length: 69-91 cm.

Generally the largest of the three, but size is
not a reliable indicator. Breeding adults (top
right) have distinctive grey neck markings.
Black collar usually visible in both adults and
juveniles. A pronounced ‘peak’ or ‘bump’ can
usually be seen on the foreheads of all birds in
this species. Red eye in adults, black in
juveniles.

Strong, dagger shaped bill (be careful when
handling!). On the water the bill is held at a
level angle with the head. The dark collar on
lower neck is a reliable feature in all plumages.
A winter plumage adult, most frequently seen in
Ireland, is shown in the bottom photo.

Photos © Top - Omar Runolfsson
Bottom - Tony Morris
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Red-throated diver Gavia stellata
Length: 53-69 cm.

Breeding adult (top) has distinctive red
throat-marking. Head grey. Non-breeding
adult (bottom left) has white neck and grey
upperparts. Juvenile (bottom right) has browngrey head and neck.

Most elegant and slender looking of the divers
with a long, thin bill (often pointed upwards).
More white faced looking than Great
Northern or Black-throated in nonbreeding plumage.
Photos © Omar Runolfsson

Black-throated diver Gavia arctica
Length: 58-73 cm.

Breeding adult (top right) has a distinctive
black throat marking. In winter is darker
than a red-throated diver but has greyer head
then great Northern diver. Summer and winter
colours are very different.

Looks like a slimmer version of Great
Northern Diver with a medium-strong
looking dagger shaped bill held level with
the head. Adult in winter (bottom right) has
softer neck markings than the Great Northern
Diver.

Photos © Top - Steve Garvie
Bottom - Tony Morris

All photos are sourced under a Creative Commons (CC) Licence through Flickr.com. All photos remain the copyright of the original
photographers.
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Small Gulls - A Field ID Guide for the Irish Seabird By-catch
Programme
All gulls have webbed feet. They are highly social birds, usually found in large flocks. Several hundred
individuals of several different species can be found following individual boats.
Gull identification is complicated by the fact that most juveniles and adults of most species can look
very different, with some birds having different annual appearances until adulthood. Hybridisation
can also occur.

It can be difficult to reliably identify juveniles and winter-plumage birds of this family.

If there is any doubt as to the identification of an individual, return it to shore for ID.

Little gull Larus minutus
Length: 25-27 cm.
Smallest of all gulls.

Adult:
Dark-grey underwing. Black hood covers
head in breeding plumage. Dark spot
behind eye in non-breeding plumage
with grey wash to hindneck. Black bill.
Red legs.

Juvenile:
Head pattern like adult non-breeding but
with white underwing and distinctive dark
bars on upperwing and tail. Superfically like a
young Kittiwake but size difference should be
apparent.

Photos © Top – Dave Curtis
Bottom– Sergey Yeliseev
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Mediterranean gull Larus melanocephalus
Length: 30-32 cm.

Adult (Top photo):
Black hood (not brown) covers whole
head and neck. Red bill and legs. Dark patch
behind eye in Winter. Pure white wingtips in
both plumages.

Juvenile:
Dark bill, dark legs and dark patch behind
eye. Grey back and dark wings and tail band.
2nd year like adult but has black webbing in
wing-tips.

Adult winter plumage (front) and juvenile
(behind) Mediterranean gulls are shown
right.

Photos - Top © Dave Curtis
-Bottom © oldbilluk
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Black-headed gull, Larus ridibundus
Length: 34-37 cm.

Adult:
Dark brown hood from March to August
does not cover nape of neck. Head pale
with dark mark behind eye in winter.
Distinctive white edge to forewing in both
plumages. Red bill. Red legs.

Juvenile:
Like adult winter but with mottled brown
feathering in wing and dark tail band. Bill and
legs orange.

Photos © Sergey Yeliseev

Kittiwake Rissa tridactyla
Length: 38-40 cm.

Adult:
Very common gull with several breeding
colonies around Ireland. Legs black. No
white spots on wing-tips. Bill is strongyellow in breeding plumage.
Photo © Steve Thomas

Juvenile Kittiwake:
Generally white in appearance with black M
shape on grey and white upperparts. Black
tail band. Amount of black can vary
significantly between individuals.

Photo © Richard Carter
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Common gull Larus canus
Length: 40-42 cm.

Despite name, not a commonly found gull.
Can be found throughout the year, but more
frequently in winter.

Adult:
Medium-sized gull. Yellow legs. Yellow bill
that may have poorly defined black band.
Grey upper wings with black wingtips.
Wingtips may have white patches.

Juvenile Common Gull:
Like an immature Herring Gull but much
smaller with ‘gentle’ features. Not as well
defined brown mottling on wing feathers. 3yr old (centre photo) looks like adult, but
has light grey hood. 1-2 yr olds (bottom
photo) have various shades of brown, but all
have black wingtips.

Photos © Top - Sergey Yeliseev
Centre and bottom – Vankleinwee.com
All photos are sourced under a Creative Commons (CC) Licence through Flickr.com. All photos remain the copyright of the original
photographers
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Large gulls - A Field ID Guide for Irish Seabird By-catch Programme
All gulls have webbed feet. They are highly social birds, usually found in large flocks. Several hundred
individuals of several different species can be found following individual boats.
Gull identification is complicated by the fact that most juveniles and adults of most species can look
very different, with some birds having different annual appearances until adulthood. Hybridisation
can also occur.

It can be difficult to reliably identify juveniles and winter-plumage birds of this family.

If there is any doubt as to the identification of an individual, return it to shore for ID.

Fulmar Fulmarus glacialis
Length: 45-50cm.

Technically not a gull but a member of the petrel
family. However it looks and acts like a gull.

Very common, goes far off-shore. White head, with
grey upperparts. Grey rump and tail. Tubular
nostrils. Holds wings out straighter and shears
more than gulls.

Photo © Niall Keogh/Birdwatch Ireland

Iceland Gull Larus glaucoides
Length: 50-64 cm.

The Iceland gull is a rare visitor to Irish waters. It
is similar to the Glaucous gull in that it has pale
blue-grey upperparts (paler than Herring Gull) and
pure white wing tips. Pink legs. Strong bill & head
shape, with relatively short wings. However it is
smaller, slimmer and longer winged with slightly
shorter bill and more rounded head.
Photo © Ron Knight
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Herring gull Larus argentatus
Length: 52-60 cm.

Adult:
Commonest large gull. Pale blue-grey upperparts
with black wing tips. Yellow eye and yellow bill with
red spot. Pink legs.

Juvenile Herring gull:
Juvenile hard to tell from juvenile lesser blackback
gull. Darker and smaller-bill than greater blackback.
Inner primaries paler than outer. Return to
shore.

Photos © Top - Niall Keogh/Birdwatch Ireland
Bottom – Jessica Paterson

Lesser Blackback Gull Larus fuscus
Length: 52-67 cm.

Adult:
Dark-grey upperwings (strong contrast with black
wingtips). White head. Yellow bill. Yellow legs.
Pale yellow eye.

Juvenile:
Juveniles have pink legs. Difficult to tell from
juvenile herring gull. Return to shore.
Photo © Niall Keogh/Birdwatch Ireland
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Glaucous gull Larus hyperboreus
Length: 62-68 cm.

Adult (top):
Large gull with pale blue-grey upperparts (paler than
Herring Gull) and pure white wing tips. Pink legs.
Strong bill & head shape, with relatively short wings.

Juvenile (below):
Can be either coarsely marked brown or plain
white all over but in both cases shows pale whitebrown wing tips with no black markings, pale
pink bill with distinctive neat black tip.

Photo © Top – Alan Shearman
Below – Graham Johnston

Great Black-backed Gull, Larus marinus
Length: 64-79 cm.

Adult (top):
Largest gull in region. Upperwings black with
subtle contrast to black wing tips. Yellow bill.
Pink legs. Eye pale grey.

Juvenile (Below):
Juveniles paler than lesser black-backed or herring
gull. Chequered upperparts and large bulbous dark
bill.
Photos © Top – nottsexminer
ottom – Len Blumin
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Other birds - A Field ID Guide for Irish Seabird By-catch
Programme.
These remaining birds are not covered in the other sheets in these guides.

If there is any doubt as to the identification of an individual, return it to shore for ID.

Gannet Morus bassanus
Length: 87-100 cm. Wingspan 165-180cm

Ireland’s largest seabird, about size of a goose. Adults
have unmistakable yellow head with black wingtips.
Juveniles (bottom photo) start brown/ black and get
whiter as they mature over 3-4 years. Large, thick bill.
Grey-black legs. Attracted to boats where they dive for
discarded and escaping fish.

Photos © Top- Graham Johnston
Bottom – Richard Towell

Storm petrel Hydrobates pelagicus
Length: 15-16cm

Ireland’s smallest seabird.. Like the shearwaters, it has
tubular nostrils on its beak. All black except for
distinctive white rump patch and white bar on
underwing. Distinctive musky scent to the bird. Flight is
swallow-like, often close to the sea surface.

Photo © Julio Reis
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Leach’s Petrel Oceanodroma leucorhoa

Length: 18-21cm

Like the shearwaters, it has tubular nostrils on its beak.
Like a larger, longer winged version of Storm Petrel but
lacks white bar on underwing. Has a pale brown
bar across upperwing and subtly forked tail.

Photo © US Fish & Wildlife Service

Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo
Length: 70- 102 cm Wingspan: 120-160cm

Large-bodied seabird, usually found close to shore.
Webbed feet. Highly distinctive hooked bill, white
in colour leading to yellow patch on throat.
Generally black in colour. Adults have white thighpatches in the breeding season. Cormorants have 14 tail
feathers.

Photo © JJ Harrison
Shag Phalacrocorax aristotelis
Length 68-78cm Wingspan 95-110cm

Smaller and slimmer than similar cormorant, and with a
thinner, usually darker, bill. Breeding adults can be
distinguished by the small crest on top of head.
Feathers have a green sheen. Shags have 12 tail feathers.

Photo © Andreas Trepte

All photos are sourced under a Creative Commons (CC) Licence. All photos remain the copyright of the original photographers.
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Skuas - A Field ID Guide for the Irish Seabird By-catch Programme.
Skuas are medium to large seabirds, similar in size and appearance to gulls, but with shorter, blunter
beaks and short tails. The wings are sharply angled in flight. They are predatory, chasing other birds
to make them disgorge their food. Generally seen alone.

If there is any doubt as to the identification of an individual, return it to shore for ID.

Great skua Catharacta skua
Length: 53-58 cm. Wingspan 132-140 cm.
Largest skua. Brown upper and lower, with large white
wing flashes on both sides. No obvious projecting
tail feathers. Bill black.

Photo © Isidrio Vila Verde

Arctic skua Stercorarius parasiticus
Length: 41-46. Wingspan 110-125 cm.
Commonest skua. Pale and dark colour forms can be
found. Tail feathers come to a long, thin point,
projecting 8-10cm beyond other feathers (Note
difference to great skua in photo above). Bill darktipped. In pale colour-morph adults, black cap does
not extend below level of the bill.

Photo © Amar Runalfsson

Pomarine skua Stercorarius pomarinus
Length: 46-51 cm. Wingspan 125-138cm.

Light and dark forms found. Light form more common
(shown in photo). Very large white patches on wing.
Adult tail feathers 'twisted' making wider shape than
on Arctic skua. Tail comes to a fan/spoon shape. Bill
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dark-tipped, but stouter than that of Arctic skua. In pale
morph adults, black cap does extend below level of the
bill. A stronger looking bird than Arctic Skua with
blacker upperparts.

Photo © Amar Runalfsson

Long-tailed skua Stercocarius longicaudius
Length: 48-53cm. Wingspan 105-117cm.

Smallest, thinnest skua. Dusky grey brown on
upperparts, underwing and undertail. Dark underparts
extend further up towards the breast than in other
small skuas. Does not have a dark morph in adult
plumage. (Mottled in juveniles). Tail feathers project 1225cm beyond other feathers, coming to a point.
Photo © Stephen Clegg
All photos are sourced under a Creative Commons (CC) Licence through Flickr.com. All photos remain the copyright of the original
photographers.
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Diagram of skua tail features

Great Skua

Arctic Skua

Pomarine Skua

Long-tailed skua

Courtesy and © Eugene Mullins
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Terns - A Field ID Guide for the Irish Seabird By-catch Programme.
Terns are smaller than gulls but look similar in to the gulls. They are generally grey or white in
colour. They typically have longer wings than gulls, a highly forked tail, and thin long bills. Several
species have crests on their heads, and most adult birds have a dark crown. Terns are generally
summer visitors to Irish waters, breeding on the ground, usually on islands, although they can be
found year-round in low numbers.

Juvenile terns can be difficult to separate from each other so photographic evidence or returning the
bird to shore for identification may be necessary.

If there is any doubt as to the identification of an individual, return it to shore for ID.
Roseate tern, Sterna dougalii
Length: 33-38cm. Wingspan 72-80 cm.

Whitest of Irish terns. All-black bill, although base reddens
in summer. Red legs. Little to no black on adult wings.
Pink tinge on breast in early breeding season. Tail feathers
extend well beyond wing-tips at rest. Red legs.
Photo © Amanda Boyd/USFWS

Arctic tern Sterna paradisaea
Length: 33-35cm. Wingspan 75-85cm.

Short, red bill (Although black in juveniles) with no black
tip. More compact in shape overall compared to Common
Tern. Strong grey wash to neck and breast. Black trailing
edge to wingtips on adult. Red legs.

Photo © Lindsay Robinson

Common tern Sterna hirundo
Length: 31-35cm. Wingspan 77-98cm.

Long red bill, black-tipped when breeding. Longer legs than
Arctic tern. Red legs. Tail feathers do not extend beyond
wingtips when at rest. Black in wingtips usually forms a dark
wedge. A longer looking bird in body proportions than
Arctic Tern overall.
Photo © Sergey Yeliseev
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Little tern Sterna albifrons
Length: 22-24cm. Wingspan 48-55m.
Smallest tern. Dark-tipped yellow beak and yellow legs.
White forehead & dark facemask. Outer 2-3 feathers in
wing dark black.

Photo © Sergey Yeliseev

Sandwich tern Sterna sandvicensis
Length: 36-41cm. Wingspan 95-105cm.

Largest of the Irish terns. Distinctive crest. Black legs. Black
beak with yellow tip on breeding plumaged adults. Juveniles
have an all-black bill.

Photo © Niall Keogh/Birdwatch Ireland

All photos are sourced under a Creative Commons (CC) Licence through Flickr.com or by the individual photographer. All photos remain
the copyright of the original photographers.
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Shearwaters - A Field ID Guide for the Irish Seabird
By-catch Programme.
Shearwaters are smaller than seagulls, with nostrils lying in two short tubes on the bill. They
have webbed feet. With the exception of the sooty shearwater, they are dark-coloured above and
light below. They have a very distinctive ‘shearing’ flight, flying close to the water surface, tilting from
one side to the other. Of the shearwaters below, only the Manx shearwater is found all year round.
The rest are late-summer to early-spring visitors.

If there is any doubt as to the identification of an individual, return it to shore for ID.

Manx Shearwater, Puffinus puffinus
Length: 30-35cm. Wingspan 76-82 cm.

Commonest shearwater of the region. Also the smallest
of the regularly-seen shearwaters. All-dark
brown/black upperparts with white underparts
(Except for black surround on wings). No white on
back of neck. All-black bill.
Photo © Omar Runolfsson

Great shearwater Puffinus gravis
Length: 43-51cm. Wingspan 100-118cm.

Distinctive black-to-brown cap, surrounded by
white neck and throat. Dark bill. Brown upperparts
with tortoiseshell like pattern when seen up close.
Variable dusky brown markings on undertail and
lower belly.

Photo © Artie Kopelman

Cory’s Shearwater Calonectris diomdea
Length: 45-56cm. Wingspan 100-125 cm.

Brown to grey above, all white underneath (no dark on
belly). Usually has a dark-coloured head, but not
appearing as a cap. Yellow bill with black tip.
Photo © Artie Kopelman
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Sooty Shearwater Puffinus griseus
Length: 40-51cm. Wingspan 94-109cm.

Completely dark brown coloured, with silvery-grey
centre to underwings. All other shearwaters have white
underwings and breast.

Photo © "Mike" Michael L. Baird, flickr.bairdphotos.com

Balearic Shearwater Puffinus mauretanicus
Length: 32-38cm. Wingspan 78-89cm.

Rare summer-autumn visitor. Similar size to Manx
shearwater, but not as black in colour. More subtly
patterned. Dusky brown upperparts, undertail and
belly (some paler). Superfically like Sooty Shearwater
but paler brown and less silvery pale on underwing.
Feet extend beyond tip of tail.
Photo © Isidro Vila

Verde

All photos are sourced under a Creative Commons (CC) Licence through Flickr.com. All photos remain the copyright of the original
photographers.
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Seals ‐ A Field ID Guide for Irish By‐catch Programme.
There are two species of seal found in Ireland, the grey seal and the harbour seal (also known as the
common seal). They can be distinguished by the shape of the nostrils. Both can be found all around
the coast. Colour is not a reliable identifier as both species can have spots.

Grey seal Halichoerus grypus
Length: 1.5 -3.3 m

Larger of the two seal species, but
females are much smaller than males,
which can lead to some confusion.

Head is straighter than that of the
harbour seal.

Grey seals have widely-separated
nostrils, parallel just above the
mouth.

Photos © Michelle Cronin/CMRC/UCC
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Harbour seal Phoca vitulina
Length: 1.5 -1.8 m.

Generally smaller than the grey seal.
The head is more curved with a more
pronounced distinction between
forehead and snout.

Nostrils are set close together,
forming a V shape, rather than parallel,
just above the mouth

Photos © Michelle Cronin/CMRC/UCC
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Cetaceans - A Field ID Guide for the Irish By-catch Programme.
Part A – Dolphins and Porpoise
Dolphins and porpoises are distinguished from whales by having the dorsal fin in the middle of the
back rather than two-thirds down.

Common dolphin Delphinus delphis
Length: 1.9 - 2.5 m

The most common dolphin in Irish waters.
Dark brown on top with pale and yellow
colouring underneath. Distinctive
hourglass shaped yellow colouration.
Well demarcated patterning. Large, curved
dorsal fin. Long beak. Found both inshore
and offshore. Attracted to boats.

Photo © Graham Johnston

Bottlenose dolphin Tursiops truncatus
Length: 2.0 – 4.0 m.

Dark-grey to near black in colouration.
Subtle contrast with pale underbelly. Large
dolphin. Sickle-shaped dorsal fin.
Distinctive-shaped, short beak that
gives the species its name. Resident
populations in areas like Shannon Estuary,
but also found offshore. May be attracted to
boats.
Photo © Peter Asprey
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White-beaked dolphin Lagenorhynchus
albirostris
Length: 2.3 – 3.1 m

Grey dolphin with distinctive short, white
beak (see photo, right). White saddle
behind the dorsal fin and indistinct white or
grey bands along the flanks. Their bellies and
their beaks are white. Falcate (curved)
dorsal fin. Northern species, generally found
offshore over the shelf.

Photo © Marie and Alistair Knock

Atlantic White-sided dolphin
Lagenorhynchus acutus
Length: 2.5 - 2.8 m

Larger than superficially similar common
dolphin. Medium-length beak. Yellow
patch behind the dorsal fin on each side is
smaller than the yellow patch on common
dolphins, and is not hourglass-shaped.
Patterning more striped like and well
defined. Generally an offshore species. Does
not approach boats as much as other
species.
Photos © Pekka Isomursu

Striped dolphin Stenella coeruleoalba
Length: 2.4 - 2.6 m

Dark on top, pale white to pink underneath.
Long beak. Very striped, including one
that extends backwards from the eye.
Similar in size to common dolphin and may
occasionally be found in mixed schools.
Usually found offshore. Rarer in Irish waters
than other dolphins.
Photo © Javier Delgado Esteban
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Rissos’s dolphin Grampus griseus
Length: 3.0 - 4.3 m

Large grey dolphin. Adults are usually
covered in white scars, sometimes
enough to make the animal look almost
white in colour. Very flat face with almost
no beak. Tall dorsal fin.

Photo © Chris Vees

Harbour porpoise Phocoena phocoena
Length: 1.4 – 1.9 m

The smallest cetacean in these waters.
Very common, with reported high levels of
by-catch in certain gears. Relatively small
dorsal fin and beak. May be uniformly
grey in colour or with paler underbelly.
Usually found close to shore in small
schools or individually.

Photo © Cary Bass
All photos are sourced under a Creative Commons (CC) Licence through Flickr.com or by individual photographers.. All photos remain
the copyright of the original photographers
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Cetaceans ‐ A Field ID Guide for Irish By‐catch Programme.

Part B – Large Dolphin species (Blackfish)
Dolphins and porpoises are distinguished from whales by having the dorsal fin in the middle of the
back rather than two‐thirds down.

Long-finned pilot whale Globicephala
melas
Length: 4 - 6 m

Large member of the dolphin family.
Uniformly black-bodied, with paler, anchorshaped underside. Bulbous forehead, small
beak. Offshore species. Attracted to boats.
Usually in large pods.

Photos © Tony Huisgett

Orca (Killer whale) Orcinus orca
Length: 6 – 8 m.

Very large, heavy member of the dolphin
family. Unmistakable black and white
colouration. Grey saddle-patch behind
dorsal fin. Very tall, upright dorsal fin.
Generally found offshore, but can
occasionally be found inshore. Usually in
small schools in Irish waters.

Photo © Dave Govoni
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False killer whale Pseudorca crassidens
Length: 4 - 6 m

Similar to killer whale, but smaller and with
no white colouration or the grey saddlepatch.. Grey/black coloured all over. Much
slimmer than similarly-coloured pilot whale.
Rarely reported in Irish waters.

Photo © C.C. Chapman

All photos are sourced under a Creative Commons (CC) Licence through Flickr.com. All photos remain the copyright of the original
photographers
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Turtles - A Field ID Guide for Irish By-catch Programme

There are 7 species of marine turtle worldwide, but only 4 are recorded in Ireland. Turtle bycatches are rare in these waters.

In those turtles with shells, the upper shell is known as the carapace, while the underside is known
as the plastron. The carapace is usually made up of overlapping plates called scutes.

Leatherback turtle Dermochelys coriacea
Total Length: 1.0 – 3.0 m

The leatherback turtle is the largest of all the
turtles. The only turtle species that has a soft
, leathery shell, with distinctive
longitudinal ridges, making it
straightforward to identify. Generally black in
colour with white spots.

Photo © US Fish & Wildlife Service

Hawksbill turtle Eretmochelys imbricate
Total Length: Up to 1.0 m

Distinguished by the shape of its head, which
tapers to a sharp, hooked beak. The
scutes towards the tail overlap giving a
serrated shape to the rear end of the
shell. Scutes are smooth along the dorsal
ridge. The carapace usually has an amber
background patterned with an irregular
combination of light and dark streaks, with
predominantly black and mottled-brown
colours radiating to the sides. Flippers are
usually a similar colour to the carapace.
It has two claws on each front flipper.

Photo © Derek Keats
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Green turtle Chelonia mydas
Total Length: Up to 1.5 m

Similar to hawksbill turtle, but has a short
snout and an unhooked beak. The green in its
name refers to the colour of its fat. Juveniles
are usually black while adults are various
shades of brown. The plastron is yellow.
Scutes do not overlap. Scutes are
smooth along dorsal ridge. Flippers are
usually a similar colour to the carapace.
Adults only have a single claw on each front
flipper.
Photo © Rafn Ingi Finnsson

Loggerhead turtle Caretta caretta
Length: 70 - 95 cm

Hardest-shelled turtle. Short beak, not as
pronounced as the hawksbill. Scutes are
pointed along dorsal ridge. Carapace
colour varies from yellow to reddish-brown.
Plastron is usually light-yellow. Flippers are
yellow with light-brown spots.

Photo © NOAA

All photos are sourced under a Creative Commons (CC) Licence through Flickr.com. All photos remain the copyright of the original
photographers.
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5.12.

Litter Records

There have been a number of initiatives in recent times to tackle litter in the marine environment.
Examples of these include;
The Clean Oceans Initiative, funded by the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund, provides on‐board
storage facilities and on‐shore infrastructure for environmentally friendly disposal of all plastic waste
and fishing gear recovered at sea. This project aims to tackle the threat of plastic pollution in our
marine environment by encouraging Irish trawlers to collect marine litter while at sea.
BIM’s Fishing for Litter initiative works with Irish fishermen to take ashore the litter they encounter at
sea while fishing. BIM provides the fishermen with large hardwearing bags to keep on‐board their
vessels, with the intention that any marine litter brought up in their hauls will be kept in the bag rather
than discarded back into the sea.
Approximately 80% of marine debris is made up of plastics which do not biodegrade, but rather break
up into tiny particulates. This poses a risk to marine wildlife as well as our fish stocks so it is prudent
that action is taken to remove as much plastics from the marine environment as possible.
Another is the CleanAtlantic project,the objective of which is to identify marine litter hotspots in the
North Atlantic using new modelling and monitoring techniques (Irish partner – the Marine Institute).
Furthermore, the Marine Strategy Framework Directive is a major piece of EU legislation that requires
Member States to achieve good environmental status (GES) in the marine environment by the year
2020 at the latest.
To this end each sampler should record the litter found in the catch or in the unwanted sample on the
“Litter Sheet”. (printed back to back) See below.

Useful Resources
https://www.housing.gov.ie/water/water‐quality/marine‐strategy/marine
http://www.bim.ie/fishing‐for‐litter/
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LITTER SHEET
Cruise Code:

/

Haul No. Litter Type (A1; B2; C…)

/

/
Description (Label/ Brand)

Size category (A; B; C..)

Weight (kg) Picture (number)

attached organisms (yes/no) Taxonomy Info

Comments
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Comments (Item description if other under litter type)

Litter overview
A: Plastic ‐ RPL

B: Sanitary waste ‐ RRU C: Metals ‐ RME

A1. Bottle
B1. diapers
A2. Sheet
B2. cotton buds
A3. Bag
B3. cigarette butts
A4. Caps/ lids
B4. condoms
A5. Fishing line (monofilamen B5. syringes
A6. Fishing line (entangled) B6. sanitary towels/ tampon
A7. Synthetic rope
B7. other
A8. Fishing net
A9. Cable ties
A10. Strapping band
A11. crates and containers
A12. other

C1. Cans (food)
C2. Cans (beverage)
C3. Fishing related
C4. Drums
C5. appliances
C6. car parts
C7. cables
C8. other

Related size category
A: <5*5 cm= 25 cm2
(2"x2")
2
(4"x4")
B: <10*10 cm= 100 cm
2
C: <20*20 cm= 400 cm
(8"x8")
2
D: <50*50 cm= 2500 cm
E: <100*100 cm= 10000 cm2= 1 m2
F: >100*100 cm = 10000 cm2= 1 m2

D: Rubber ‐ RUB

E: Glass/ Ceramics ‐ RGL F: Natural products ‐ RPA

G: Miscellaneous ‐ RWO

D1. Boots
D2. Balloons
D3. bobbins (fishing)
D4. tyre
D5. glove
D6. other

E1. Jar
E2. Bottle
E3. piece
E4. other

G1. Clothing/ rags
G2. Shoes
G3. other

F1. Wood (processed)
F2. Rope
F3. Paper/ cardboard
F4. pallets
F5. other

.
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